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ABSTRACT 
 

The far-infrared and millimeter wave (FIR/mmW) (wavelength 75 μm to 10 mm) portion of the 

electromagnetic spectrum is fairly underdeveloped technologically, owing to the large amount of 

atmospheric attenuation in that range.  At present, the FIR/mmW region is lacking in compact, 

high-brightness radiation sources and practical imaging systems.  This dissertation focuses on 

development of two complementary technologies in this area – an active mmW imaging system 

and high-reflectivity Bragg mirrors for the FIR p-Ge laser.  The imaging system uses a vector 

network analyzer in the frequency range of 90-140 GHz as the radiation source and receiver.  

Raster scanning is used to map a two-dimensional field of view, demonstrating the detection and 

imaging of buried plastic landmines.   Principal components analysis is used for hyperspectral 

signal processing, where a series of images is taken at discrete frequencies.  Results are obtained 

as a function of depth and disturbance of the soil surface.  In support of this study, various types 

of soils were characterized for scattering loss across the mmW/FIR region, with measured results 

compared to theory.  This mmW imaging system was also used to demonstrate imaging through 

walls and other obscuring materials, as well as for imaging of rocks beneath volcanic sand, 

simulating the conditions encountered by an imaging system on a Mars rover vehicle. 

Furthermore, a high-reflectivity Si-etalon FIR mirror design was developed and demonstrated as 

a cavity mirror for the p-Ge laser.  These components stand to have a number of systems-level 

impacts on FIR imagers.  In the context of an active illuminator, they may allow narrowband 

selection from the broad emission spectrum of the p-Ge laser source.  These mirrors can also be 

used in a Fabry-Perot FIR scanning spectrometer, where the resulting high finesse would give 

discrimination advantages in chemical sensing and astrophysical spectroscopy applications.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

Electromagnetic radiation varies by wavelength (or frequency, since the speed of light is equal to 

the frequency multiplied by the wavelength).  The electromagnetic spectrum consists of radiation 

classified by its wavelength (or frequency).  Various bands of the electromagnetic spectrum are 

referred to by particular names.  These regions often overlap and the boundaries are not precise.  

Many times, the ranges of the bands vary depending on the components used to generate the 

radiation.  For the purposes of this dissertation, the millimeter wave (mmW) range will be 

defined from 10 mm to 1 mm (30 GHz to 300 GHz) and the far-infrared or terahertz range will 

be defined from 1 mm to 20 μm (0.3 THz to 15 THz).   

 

Portions of the far-infrared and mmW (75 μm to 10 mm or 4 THz to 30 GHz) ranges are fairly 

underdeveloped, lacking many useful sources, components, or proven applications.  Part of this 

is due to the absorption of the atmosphere in these wavelength regions, shown in Figure 1.  Some 

regions in these bands are attenuated close to 1000 dB/km [1].  The region below 15 GHz has 

relatively low atmospheric absorption.  The 15-360 GHz range contains five absorption bands.  

Three absorption bands are due to the rotational energy level of water vapor [2-4] at 22.23 GHz, 

183.31 GHz, and 325.15 GHz.  At 60 GHz, the absorption band of atmospheric oxygen is 

produced by magnetic-dipole transitions between fine structure rotational energy levels [5].  A 

second absorption line from oxygen is located at 118.75 GHz [3-4].  The region above 360 GHz 

contains many atmospheric absorption lines due to water vapor [6-7].   
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Figure 1: Atmospheric Attenuation from 10 GHz to 1000 THz [1] 
 

The progress of THz and mmW sources consist of the extension of microwave electronics 

towards higher frequencies or the development of photonic devices from the optical region 

towards lower frequencies.  Most of the sources suffer from certain disadvantages such as power, 

size, wavelength tuning, and cryogenic cooling.  The major mmW and THz sources include 

vector network analyzers, Gunn oscillators, backward wave oscillators, mercury arc lamps, 

globar lamps, optically pumped gas lasers, p-germanium lasers, quantum cascade lasers, and free 

electron lasers.  Each of these sources will be discussed below including their advantages and 

disadvantages, which are summarized in Table 1. 
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Vector network analyzers (VNA) are a common multi-port electronic test device used in the 

characterization of passive and active electric networks - including amplifiers, microwave filters, 

antennas, and waveguides [8]. Characterization occurs by measuring the ratio (phase and 

magnitude) of an incident signal from the VNA's signal generator to the reflected and transmitted 

signal at each of the device under test's ports. With these ratios, it is possible to calculate the 

device's s-parameters and, subsequently, gain, insertion loss, characteristic impedance, or other 

merits of interest. For generating signals at mmW, the VNA does not internally generate signals 

at the test frequency but instead relies on external modules to upconvert the incident signal and 

downcovert the returned signal. The magnitude of the returned signal is found using a 

superheterodyne receiver. Frequency sampling occurs by mixing the received signal with a 

signal from a tunable oscillator and then passing the resulting signal through an intermediate 

frequency (IF) filter. The phase of the received signal can be determined by comparing the phase 

of the source signal from the signal generator to the received. Phase differences introduced by 

path difference can be readily corrected in software.  Typical VNA’s in the mmW range operate 

from 0.04-325 GHz with an output power of 10 mW to a few μW [9].  The system does not 

require cryogenic cooling but is large, requiring a rack of electronics for operation. 

 

Gunn diode oscillators or transfer electron devices consist of three layers of n-doped 

semiconductor, usually GaAs or InP [10-12].  The two outer layers are heavily doped with a thin 

lightly doped layer in between.  When a voltage is applied to the device, the electrical gradient is 

largest across the thin middle layer.  This layer starts to conduct, reducing the electrical gradient 

across the layer, which prevents further conduction.  The electron concentration distribution 
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causes a region of accumulation and depletion growing in amplitude as it propagates from 

cathode to anode resulting in an oscillating current.  Changing the doping concentration and the 

length of the layers, Gunn oscillators can operate from 10 GHz to 400 GHz with output power 

from 400 mW-1 mW [10].  They are compact sources and are not cryogenically cooled.  Gunn 

oscillators can be electrically tuned about 200 MHz [10] and mechanically tuned using a 

micrometer screw 0.05-20 GHz [13].  

 

Backward wave oscillators (BWO) are electro-vacuum diodes [14-17].  A heated cathode emits 

electrons which are accelerated by the high voltage and focused by the magnetic field.  The 

electrons travel toward the anode over a comb-like decelerating system.  Grouped in clusters, the 

electrons form an electromagnetic wave which travels in the opposite direction.  The radiation 

exits into free space through an oversized waveguide.  The BWO wavelengths are tuned by 

changing the applied voltage to the cathode.  BWO operate from 30 GHz to 2.5 THz [14-15] 

with an output power of 100 mW-1 μW [17].  The system is large and does not need cryogenic 

cooling. 

 

A mercury arc lamp is a bulb containing electrodes in a mercury gas.  Power is applied to the 

electrodes creating an arc.  This causes the pressure of the gas to increase.  The mercury gas 

starts to ionize producing the far-infrared light.  Mercury arc lamps emit from 120 GHz to 6 THz 

with very low spectral power density.  The mercury arc lamp is compact and does not need 

cryogenic cooling. 
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Globar lamps are silicon carbide rods that are electrically heated.  The heated silicon carbide 

becomes a graybody radiator producing the far-infrared radiation.  A globar lamp emits from 300 

GHz to 300 THz with very low spectral power density.  A globar lamp is compact and does not 

require cryogenic cooling. 

 

Optically pumped gas lasers use a grating-tuned CO2 laser to pump the THz laser [18-19].  The 

pump laser is admitted through a small hole in one of the end mirrors of the laser cavity.  The 

vacuum cavity is filled with a molecular gas at low pressure.  The gas laser operates on 

molecular rotational transitions from the gas.  An infrared photon, with energy close to the 

transition from a particular rotational state in the ground vibrational manifold to a rotational state 

in an excited vibrational manifold, is absorbed by the gas molecule [19].  This causes a 

population inversion between the two rotational states.  The inverted transition lases in the THz 

range.  The molecule is left in the excited vibrational manifold and returns to the ground 

manifold.  The gas laser operates at many discrete lines from 0.3-7 THz using different gasses 

and cavity pressure [19], but is not continuously tunable.  Gas laser output power ranges from 1-

125 mW [19].  The system is large and operates at room temperature. 

 

The p-Ge laser consists of a germanium crystal doped with gallium [20-23].  The end faces of the 

laser are polished parallel to each other.  Two flat mirrors are attached directly to the end faces of 

the laser.  One mirror is smaller than the crystal end face to allow output coupling.  Ohmic 

contacts for applying high-voltage across the crystal are attached to the two narrow lateral faces 

of the crystal.  The system is inserted into a superconducting solenoid or permanent magnet and 
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immersed in liquid helium.  The mechanism of amplification of terahertz radiation in bulk p-Ge 

is based on direct optical transitions between light and heavy-hole valence sub-bands in strong 

crossed electric E and magnetic B fields [20].  Population inversion builds up at low 

temperatures for certain ratios E/B, when light holes are accumulated on closed trajectories 

below the optical phonon energy, while heavy holes are strongly scattered by optical phonons.  

Gain occurs over a broad range of wavelengths, depending on the applied fields.  Without special 

selective cavities, the gain bandwidth is approximately 20 cm-1 and can be shifted by changing 

the E and B fields.  Wavelength selection is achieved using silicon intracavity etalons or lamellar 

mirrors [21-23].  The p-Ge laser operates from 1.5-4.2 THz with an output peak power of 1 W 

[21-22]. 

 

The quantum cascade laser (QCL) [24-25] consists of alternating layers of two different 

semiconductors, an injector and an active region.  Applying an electric field to the device, an 

electric sub-band minimum in a given period may be aligned with a higher energy sub-band 

minimum in the next period.  A population inversion will occur and the electrons will transition 

to the lower energy level emitting THz photons.  The electrons then tunnel to another quantum 

well and the injector region couples them to the higher energy level in the active region.  The 

electrons cascade through many periods of the structure emitting photons.  The wavelength of 

the radiation is determined by the thickness of the layers and their material properties.  QCL 

operate at discrete frequencies from 1.9-5.0 THz [24] with output powers of 250 mW to a few 

μW [24-25].  QCL are not tunable and a different device must be made for each frequency 

needed.  QCL are small but require cryogenic cooling. 
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A free electron laser (FEL) [26-28] is produced by accelerating a beam of electrons through a 

periodic transverse magnetic field.  This field is created by placing magnets of alternating poles 

along the electron beam path.  The alternating poles cause the electrons to oscillate sinusoidally 

releasing a photon [28].  Mirrors collimate the photons to create laser gain.  The wavelength can 

be continuously tuned by adjusting the magnetic field strength or the electron beam energy.  To 

produce the electrons for the FEL, an electron accelerator is used, such as a synchrotron or linac.  

The FEL can operate throughout the entire 0.1-10 THz range producing 100’s of W of output 

power [28].  This source is extremely large and does not require cryogenic cooling. 
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Table 1: Advantages and Disadvantages of Current mmW and THz Sources 
mmW/THz source Advantages Disadvantages 
Vector Network Analyzer 
(0.04-325 GHz) 

• Wavelength Tunable 
• Non-cooled 

• Power (10 mW- a few μW) 
• Large System 

Gunn Oscillator 
(10-400 GHz) 

• Power (lower frequencies  
400 mW) 

• Non-cooled 
• Compact System 

• Power (Higher frequencies  
1 mW) 

• Limited Wavelength Tuning 

Backward Wave Oscillator 
(0.03-2.5 THz) 

• Power (Lower frequencies  
100 mW) 

• Non-cooled 
• Wavelength Tunable 

• Power (Higher frequencies  
1 μW) 

• Large System 

Mercury Arc Lamp 
0.12-6 THz 

• Non-cooled 
• Continuous Spectrum 
• Compact Source 

• Low power 

Globar 
0.3-300 THz 

• Non-cooled 
• Continuous Spectrum 
• Compact Source 

• Low power 

Optically Pumped Gas Laser 
(0.3-7 THz) 

• Power (Some lines 125 mW) 
• Non-cooled 

• Power (Some lines 1 mW) 
• Discrete Line Tunability 
• Large System 

p-Ge Laser 
(1.5-4.2 THz) 

• Power (1 W peak power) 
• Wavelength Tunable 
• Laser is small 

• Cryogenically Cooled 
• Large System due to Cooling 

Quantum Cascade Laser 
(1.9-5.0 THz) 

• Power (Higher Frequencies  
250 mW) 

• Laser is small 

• Power (Lower Frequencies a 
few μW) 

• Cryogenically Cooled 
• Non-tunable 
• Large System due to Cooling 

Free Electron Laser 
(0.1-10 THz) 

• High Power (100’s of W) 
• Wavelength Tunable 
• Non-cooled 

• Very Large System (requires an 
electron accelerator) 

 

Along with sources, another challenge in the mmW and THz regions are the detectors and 

components used in the system.  Some detectors include [29-30] helium cooled Si, Ge, and InSb 

bolometers, pyroelectric detectors, quantum dot detectors, Schottky diodes, electronic resonant 

detectors, photoconductive antennas, metal-oxide-metal diodes, and the golay cell.  As with the 

sources, most of these detectors have their disadvantages associated with their advantages.  
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These include cryogenic cooling, low sensitivity, slow detection speeds, and narrow bandwidths.  

System components in the mmW and THz range include both metal waveguide and optical 

waveguide components.  As the frequency increases above 140 GHz, metal waveguides can not 

be fabricated with the required precision, causing high losses to the system [30].  Optical 

waveguides can operate at higher power levels with little loss.  Most of the loss in an optical 

waveguide is from the back reflection from the optical components like lenses.  One 

disadvantage is the added bulk of the optical components.  Components such as lenses, 

polarizers, mirrors, beamsplitters, attenuators, and antennas are not readily available 

commercially and must be custom built.   

 

Applications in the mmW and THz region are currently limited due to the lack of commercially 

available sources and components.  Some of the potential applications include [29-31] imaging 

through fog and dust, landmine detection, imaging through walls and soil, concealed weapon 

detection, wireless communication, medical imaging, earth remote sensing, satellite based 

astronomy, biological and chemical weapon detection, explosive detection, night vision, and 

composite inspection.   

 

This dissertation research will focus on millimeter wave imaging in the 90-140 GHz range for 

the detection of plastic landmines, unexploded ordnance, objects behind barriers, and buried 

Mars rock along with the development of high reflectivity dielectric THz mirrors for the p-Ge 

laser and a scanning Fabry-Perot filter which could be used for earth remote sensing and satellite 

far-infrared astronomy.   
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CHAPTER 2: FAR-INFRARED AND MMW TRANSMISSION OF SOILS 
 

Introduction 
 

The ability to detect and image buried objects depends on the soil transmission and scattering at 

a given wavelength.  Ground Penetrating Radars operate in the MHz to low GHz range (10’s of 

centimeters to meters wavelength) to maximize penetration through the soil up to tens of feet 

depending on soil conditions [32].  With an increase of penetration due to longer wavelengths, 

the ability to detect and resolve the buried objects decreases.  Operating at shorter wavelengths 

will increase the resolution of the system, since the limit of resolution is proportional to 

wavelength.  An investigation of the transmission of soils at frequencies in the mmW and THz 

regions is needed to determine the shortest wavelength range where the penetration of the soil is 

still high.  Soils with particle sizes larger than the wavelength have low transmittance due to 

scattering [33].  Reflections occur at the boundaries between the soil particles and air causing the 

light to scatter.  The reflections at the soil particle/air boundaries can be reduced by replacing the 

air surrounding the soil with an index matching fluid.  An index matching fluid with low 

absorption in the THz/mmW ranges will reduce scattering and increase transmission through the 

soil.  This chapter reports the transmittance of different soils across the THz/mmW range. An 

increase in transmittance at higher frequencies when the soil is mixed with an index matching 

liquid is found. 
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Experimental Methods 
 

Transmission spectra were measured for soils in the 90-4200 GHz range.  A Bomem DA8 

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer equipped with a Hg arc lamp, pellicle 

beamsplitter, and Infrared Labs Si bolometer (Figure 2) collected transmission spectra from 120 

to 4200 GHz.  The samples were measured containing 100 scans each with a sample pressure of 

0.2 Torr.  Immediately after the recording of the sample spectrum, a spectrum of the evacuated 

sample holder which consisted of 100 scans at 60 GHz resolution was recorded.  The 

transmittance spectrum was obtained from the ratio of the sample spectrum to the evacuated 

sample holder.  The ambient temperature during the scans was 296 K.  Measurements were taken 

in the 120-450 GHz range using a 100 μm mylar beamsplitter at 60 GHz resolution with a 1.8 K 

Si bolometer.  The 300-1500 GHz range was measured at 60 GHz resolution using a 50 μm 

mylar beamsplitter and a 4 K Si bolometer.  Spectra were also collected in the range 1200-4200 

GHz using a 12 μm mylar beamsplitter and the 4 K Si bolometer, but the transmission above 

1500 GHz was found to be very low for all soil samples studied.  The 1 mm high density 

polyethylene (HDPE) sample cell was placed in front of the off-axis ellipsoidal mirror, whereas 

the thicker 2.2 cm polystyrene (PS) sample cell was placed after the mirror. 
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Figure 2: A Fourier transform spectrometer sample compartment with modulated beam (A), 
sample cell (1 mm or 2.2 cm) (B), off-axis ellipsoidal mirror (C), Polyethylene window (D), and 

cryogenic Si bolometer (E). 
 

An Anritsu ME7808A vector network analyzer equipped with 16 degree horn antennas (Figure 

3) collected transmission spectra from 90-140 GHz at 0.125 GHz resolution.  The samples were 

measured with 100 averaged scans each at atmospheric pressure.  Immediately after the 

recording of the sample spectrum, a spectrum of the empty sample holder was recorded, 

removing the absorption features due to the sample holder and the atmosphere.  The 

transmittance spectrum was obtained from the ratio of the sample spectrum to the empty sample 

holder.  The radiation is collimated onto the sample using HDPE lenses.  This high resolution 

data was smoothed using adjacent point averaging to reduce oscillations in the baseline due to 

etalon resonances in the sample cell.  The ambient temperature during the scans was 296 K. 
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Figure 3: Schematic of the vector network analyzer’s transmitter and receiver equipped with 
horn antennas and HDPE lenses in the transmission configuration. 

 

Two sample cells were used during transmittance measurements.  One sample was a HDPE cell 

that provided 1 mm path length through the soil.  The HDPE flanges were wedged to inhibit 

etalon resonances.   The second cell was made of PS with 2.2 cm path length through the soil.  

The PS sample cell was placed after the mirror to allow the soil to lay flat in the cell.  This 

helped to prevent the soil from settling to the bottom of the holder in the upright position.  The 

air gap created by the settled soil would cause the transmittance to increase giving an incorrect 
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measurement if the cell was not completely filled.  All of the dry soil samples were measured in 

the PS sample cell, along with all of the VNA measurements.  The liquid samples were measured 

in the FTIR using the wedged HDPE sample cell with the o-ring.   

 

The mmW and far-infrared transmission spectra were collected over the range 90-4200 GHz for 

12 soil samples obtained from National Resource Conservation Service (NRCS).  These samples 

include surface and subsurface soil from Wakeland, Doakum, Montevallo, Angola, Minvale, and 

Sibley.  These samples were pulverized with a mortar and pestle and sieved for maximum 

particle size of 250 μm.  The soil samples were maintained in a laboratory environment with 

~40% relative humidity. 

 

Geologists recognize 12 distinct soil orders [33].  The NRCS samples belong to six of these.  The 

orders are differentiated by chemical and other characteristics of their horizons.  Our “Surface” 

samples are A-horizon, where much of the original rock structure has been obliterated, where 

soluble minerals have been leached out, and where humified organic matter has been 

accumulated.  Anti-personnel mines would exclusively be located within A-horizons.  Our 

“Subsurface” samples correspond to upper B-horizon, which occurs below the A-horizon.  

Though, much of the original rock structure is also obliterated, the B-horizon is compositionally 

distinct from the A-horizon.  Anti-tank mines could conceivably be buried in B-horizon soils.  

 

The “Sibley” samples are Mollisols, which usually have thick dark surface horizons [33].  They 

are characteristic of steppes, are extensive in sub-humid to semi-arid regions, on plains of North 
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America, Europe, Asia, South America, most extensively at mid-latitudes.  They have enough 

available moisture to support perennial grasses.  The fertile horizon is due to long term addition 

of organic matter from plant roots.  Mollisols are found on ~6.9% of the ice free land on earth 

and ~21.5% of the U.S. land area.   

 

The “Minvale” samples are representative of the Ultisol order.  These soils usually have clay 

coatings on the surface of granules or pores, or as bridges between sand grains [33].  Ultisols are 

most extensive in warm humid climates with seasonal precipitation deficit.  Utisols are strongly 

leached, and are often acid forest soils in older stable landscapes.  They often have a strong 

yellow or red color from iron-oxides.  Utisols are found on ~8.5% of the ice free land on earth 

and ~9.2% of the U.S. land area, especially in the southeast region. 

 

The soil samples “Wakeland” are representative of the Entisol order, which is characterized by 

the absence of distinct subsurface diagnostic horizons within 1 m of the surface [33].  Such soils 

are found in steep rocky settings.  This is the most extensive soil order containing ~16.2% of the 

ice free land area on earth and ~12.3% of the U.S. land area. 

 

The soil samples “Doakum” are representative of the Aridisol order, which is characteristic of 

arid climates with little or no leaching [33].  Soluble salts may accumulate in these soils.  There 

is no plant-available water for more than half the time that the temperature is above 5 ºC, when it 

is warm enough for growth.  The soil never has water continuously available for as long as 90 

consecutive days when the temperature is above 8 ºC.  This soil also contains calcium carbonate 
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(CaCO3).  Aridisols are found on ~12.0% of the ice free land on earth and ~8.3% of the U.S. land 

area. 

 

The “Montevello” samples are representative of the Inceptisol order.  These soils have weakly 

developed subsurface horizons [33].  Inceptisols are found on fairly steep slopes.  Inceptisols are 

found on ~9.8% of the ice free land on earth and ~9.7% of the U.S. land area.  

 

The samples “Angola” are representative of the Alfisol order.  These soils are moderately 

leached with subsurface clay accumulation [33].  Alfisols are found in temperate, humid, and 

sub-humid regions.  Alfisols are found on ~9.7% of the ice free land on earth and ~13.9% of the 

U.S. land area. 

 

The six remaining soil orders were not studied at this time due to their unusual locations or low 

abundance on earth.  They are Gelisols, Histosols, Spodosols, Andisols, Oxisols, and Vertisols 

[33].  Gelisols are soils found in very cold climates and contain permafrost within 2 m of the 

surface.  They are found on ~8.6% of the ice free land on earth and ~8.7% of the U.S. land area.  

Histosols are soils composed of 30-40% organic materials and are only found on ~1.2% of the 

ice free land on earth and ~1.6% of the U.S. land area.  Spodosols are acid soils containing a 

subsurface accumulation of humus which is complexed with aluminum and iron.  They are found 

on ~2.6% of the ice free land on earth and ~3.5% of the U.S. land area.  Andisols are soils 

formed in volcanic ash and are found on ~0.7% of the ice free land on earth and ~1.7% of the 

U.S. land area.  Oxisols are very highly weathered soils found in intertropical regions.  They are 
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found on ~7.5% of the ice free land on earth and ~0.02% of the U.S. land area, mainly in Hawaii.  

Vertisols are clay rich soils that shrink and swell with changes in moisture.  They are found on 

~2.4% of the ice free land on earth and ~2.0% of the U.S. land area. 

 

Millimeter wave and far-infrared transmission spectra were collected (90-4200 GHz) for 6 

different soil samples from Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate Mine Lane Facility 

(NVESD) Fort Belvoir, VA [34] using the FTIR and VNA.  These samples contained a wide 

range of particle sizes, including rocks of up to cm dimensions.  Data were collected for these 

samples in their original mixed state, after sieving for a maximum particle size of 0.5 mm, and of 

the coarse remainder from the sieving process.  Large rocks from the coarse remainder that did 

not fit in the sample holder were excluded from the measurement to ensure proper filling of the 

holder. 

 

The six soil samples were obtained from the NVESD were Magnetite (Lane 1), Loam (Lane 2), 

Crusher Run Gravel (Lane 3), Bank Run Gravel (Lane 4), Virginia Clay (Lane 5), and White 

Beach Sand (Lane 6).  Magnetite is a poorly graded gray sand containing no sizable rocks.  It 

contains 74% Quartz, 20% Magnetite, 4.1% Ilmentite, 1.1% Plagioclase, and 1% total 

Phyllosilicates [34].  Magnetite has a higher amount of iron oxide (Fe2O3) than the other soils.  

Loam is a low-plasticity brown clay containing some rocks a few mm wide.  It contains 89% 

Quartz, 6.1% total Phyllosilicates, 2.6% K-Feldspar, and 1.2% Plagioclase [34].  Crusher Run 

Gravel is a brown gravelly silty sand containing many rocks from 0.5 to 4 cm wide.  It contains 

46% Plagioclase, 22% quartz, 18% total Phyllosilicates, 9.2% K-Feldspar, 2.8% Dolomite, and 
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1.1% Calcite [34].  Bank Run Gravel is a gravelly low-plasticity reddish brown clay containing 

many rocks 0.1 to 5 cm wide.  It contains 73% Quartz, 16% total Phyllosilicates, 7.2% Goethite, 

2.7% K-Feldspar, and 1.5% Plagioclase [34].  Virginia Clay is a reddish brown gravelly silty 

sand containing many rocks 0.1 to 2.5 cm wide.  It contains 89% Quartz, 8.4% total 

Phyllosilicates, 1.9% K-Feldspar, and 0.5% Plagioclase [34].  White Beach Sand is a light gray 

poorly graded sand containing small traces of rocks a few mm wide.  It contains 98% Quartz and 

1.8% total Phyllosilicates [34]. 

 

Transmission spectra were collected for some organic materials using the vector network 

analyzer in the range 90-140 GHz.  Materials studied include wet and dry sod, organic debris 

(leaves, roots, sticks, etc) and water.  One sample was sourced locally from Orlando, FL.  Florida 

sand is mostly composed of quartz and is free from rocks or debris and has uniform particle sizes 

of ~250 μm.  Transmission spectra were taken for the Florida sand from 90-140 GHz using the 

VNA and from 120-1500 GHz using the FTIR.  Due to the high scattering loss of soil at high 

frequencies, various liquids were tested to determine potential candidates for index matching 

liquids to fill in the air gaps around the soil producing higher transmission.  The liquids 

measured were WD-40, Nujol mineral oil, vegetable oil, extra virgin olive oil, canola oil, 

Fluorolube, and silicone oil for these index matching experiments from 90-600 GHz - using the 

VNA from 90-140 GHz and the FTIR from 120-600 GHz.  The FL sand soil samples were fully 

saturated with the index matching liquids and placed into the sample cells.  Transmission spectra 

were taken for these index matching liquids mixed with the Florida sand from 90-600 GHz using 

the VNA and FTIR systems.   
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Transmission Results 
 

Transmittance spectra of the 12 NRCS soil samples for the range 90-1500 GHz are shown in 

Figure 4 & Figure 5.  Each soil sample was measured from 90-140 GHz with the VNA and from 

120-1500 GHz with the FTIR.  The transmittance spectra from the VNA and FTIR systems were 

combined together to show the full 90-1500 GHz range with an overlap from 120-140 GHz.  The 

absolute transmittance levels measured by the two instruments generally agree within 7.5% in 

this overlap range.  The high frequency range is dominated by a roll-off due to scattering.  The 

characteristic cutoff wavelength is similar to the characteristic particle size, as determined using 

an optical microscope.  For instance, the surface samples of Figure 4 tend to zero transmittance 

for frequencies in the range 900-1200 GHz, which corresponds to wavelengths in the range 333-

250 μm.  This correlates well with the 250 μm maximum particle size obtained by sieving.  Soil 

transmittance is seen to increase at lower frequencies because decreased scattering allows more 

signal to be collected by the bolometer (Figure 2).  This occurs when the wavelength is longer 

than the particle size.  At the low frequency end of the measured band (90 GHz), the 

transmittance ranges from 0.2 to 0.9.   

 

The subsurface specimens tend to have a lower cutoff frequency and smaller transmittance than 

the corresponding surface samples.  This may be due to small differences in the particle size 

distribution but it may also be due to the difference in chemical composition.  We note that [35] 

near surface soils tend to be leached of soluble or quickly altered minerals.  Surface soils are rich 
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in insoluble quartz, clay minerals, and iron oxide alteration products, but they still are poor in 

calcium carbonate.  
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Figure 4: Transmittance spectra for 1 mm thick surface soil samples using a VNA from 90-140 

GHz and a FTIR from 120-1500GHz. 
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Figure 5: Transmittance spectra for 1 mm thick subsurface soil samples using a VNA from 90-

140 GHz and a FTIR from 120-1500GHz. 
 

 

Transmittance spectra in the 90-140 GHz range for NVESD samples Loam, Virginia Clay, Bank 

Run Gravel, Crusher Run Gravel, are presented in Figure 6 through Figure 9 respectively.  The 

sieved samples all have transmittance in the range 30% to 60%, which is higher than the non-

sieved samples by ~1-2 orders of magnitude.  The coarse after-sieving remainder has 

transmittance even lower, by at least an order of magnitude.  These results show that large 

particle sizes in the range 0.5 mm to ~cm cause strong scattering of millimeter waves (2-3 mm 
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wavelength).  This observation is in agreement with that already made for the NRCS samples, 

namely that transmittance is high when the wavelength exceeds the soil particle size. 
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Figure 6: Transmittance spectra for 2.2 cm thick Loam soil samples. 
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Figure 7: Transmittance spectra for 2.2 cm thick Virginia Clay soil samples. 
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Figure 8: Transmittance spectra for 2.2 cm thick Bank Run Gravel soil samples. 
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Figure 9: Transmittance spectra for 2.2 cm thick Crusher Run Gravel soil samples. 
 

Figure 10 presents spectra of the White Beach Sand sample.  Sand tends naturally to have a 

uniform particle size distribution.  When isolated, the coarse remainder from the sample has 

transmittance of 45-65%; however the abundance of coarse material in the non-sieved sample is 

insufficient to lower that samples transmittance much below 90%.  We note that the 2-3 mm 

wavelengths are significantly greater than the particle size in this case, in agreement with our 

previous observations. 
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Figure 10: Transmittance spectra for 2.2 cm thick White Beach Sand soil samples. 
 

Figure 11 presents mmW spectra for the magnetite sample.  The results here do not follow the 

trend of transmittance vs. particle size noted earlier.  Non-sieved, sieved, and coarse remainder 

all have transmittance below 0.01%.  The latter two segregated samples both have higher 

transmittance than the non-sieved sample.  The magnetite sample morphology was very different 

from that of the other NVESD samples.  It contained a light colored sandy component of uniform 

sub-mm size distribution and a dark magnetic component that tended to stick together in clumps.  

The non-sieved sample contained few large particles; the fraction that passed through the mesh 

openings during sieving contained both the light and dark components. 
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Figure 11: Transmittance spectra for 2.2 cm thick Magnetite soil samples. 
 

The transmittance of some organic materials in the 90-140 GHz frequency range is presented in 

Figure 12.  Organic matter is a strong source of attenuation possibly because of effective 

scattering by relatively large particle sizes.  A spectrum of water is also presented in Figure 12, 

and water is found to be a strong attenuator, which explains the relative transmittance of dry and 

wet sod samples.  The dry sod has a slightly higher transmittance than the wet sod.  Note that 

both wet and dry sod samples have lower transmittance than plain water, so that scattering by 

inhomogenities in the organic samples is apparently more important than absorption by moisture.  
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Figure 12: Transmittance spectra for 2.2 cm thick organic samples. 
 

Transmittance spectra of the Florida sand sample for the range 90-1500 GHz is shown in Figure 

13.  The transmittance spectra from the VNA and FTIR systems were combined together to show 

the full 90-1500 GHz range with an overlap from 120-140 GHz.  The high frequency range is 

dominated by a roll-off due to scattering.  The characteristic cutoff wavelength is similar to the 

characteristic particle size, as determined using an optical microscope.  For instance, the soil 

sample tends to zero transmittance for frequencies in the range 1000-1500 GHz, which 

corresponds to wavelengths in the range 300-200 μm.  This correlates well with the 250 μm 

particle size measured using an optical microscope.   
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Figure 13: Transmittance spectrum of 3 mm of FL Sand using a VNA from 90-140 GHz and a 
FTIR from 120-1500 GHz. 

 

Index Matching Liquids 
 

Transmittance spectra of some liquid samples over the range 90-600 GHz is shown in Figure 14.  

The transmittance spectra from the VNA and FTIR systems were combined together to show the 

full 90-600 GHz range with an overlap from 120-140 GHz.  The maximum transmittances of the 

potential index matching liquids have a range from 0.75 to almost 1.  The path length through the 

sample is 1 mm.  Some of the liquids have good transmittance and hence are potential candidates 

for index matching. 
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Figure 14: Transmittance spectra of 1 mm path length of potential index matching liquids in the 
90-140 GHz range using a VNA and in the 120-600 GHz range using a FTIR. 

 

Several of the liquids were used to saturate one of the soil samples (Florida Sand) for the purpose 

of index matching.  Figure 15 shows the transmittance spectra from 90-600 GHz of the saturated 

soil compared to the transmittance of the dry soil (gray curve).  The transmittance spectra from 

the VNA and FTIR systems were combined together to show the full 90-600 GHz range with an 

overlap from 120-140 GHz.  The Fluorolube sample was not used for index matching due to the 

high viscosity of the liquid and its inability to seep into the soil.   
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Figure 15: Transmittance spectra of 1 mm path length of several index matching liquids mixed 
with the FL sand soil sample in the 90-140 GHz range using the VNA and in the 120-600 GHz 

range using the FTIR. 
 

At high frequencies, the addition of index matching fluid reduces scattering and increases 

transmission.  Even though index matching has increased transmission, there is still a roll-off at 

high frequency.  This is because the liquids studied are not exact matches to the index of the 

particles (nquartz ~ 2.113 [36] and noil ~ 1.4679 [37] at 900 GHz).  Proper index matching could 

potentially push the roll-off frequency higher, extending the useful transmission range further 

into THz, but many of the liquids available that could provide a perfect index match are highly 

toxic and would not be safe to mix with the soil. 
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Soil Scattering 
 

Theory 
 

As the electromagnetic radiation travels through the soil, energy is transmitted, absorbed, and 

scattered.  To quantify the attenuation due to scattering [38], a basic approach is taken.  The 

incident signal with power per unit area encounters a volume of scatterers characterized by a 

radius, a, and a number per unit volume, Ns.  The incident power, PI will come across Ns dL 

scatterers per unit area over a path length dL.  The transmitted power is defined as, 

dPPP I −=        (1) 

where dP is the power lost per unit area by the scatters in the path length dL.  The soil particles 

are assumed to be spherical and having a scattering cross sectional area, As.  The scattered power 

is expressed as 

dLPANdP Iss ⋅⋅⋅=       (2) 

which means the power will decline exponentially as the length through the material increases.  

Giving the differential equation 

dLANPd
P

dP
ss ⋅⋅−== ln      (3) 

with the solution 

L
I

LAN
I

sctss ePePP ⋅−⋅⋅− ⋅=⋅= α      (4) 

where αsct is the power scattering attenuation coefficient. 
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The cross sectional area using the Rayleigh approximation [39] is given as 
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where ν is the frequency, c is the speed of light, a is the particle radius, and ms=nsph/nmed is the 

ratio of the refractive index of the spherical particle (nsph) to that of the surrounding medium 

(nmed).  The values for the number of particles per unit volume and particle size were determined 

by fitting the experimental data to the model using Ns and a as variables.  An initial guess is 

calculated to facilitate a practical fit.  An estimate for the number of particles per unit volume is 

determined using density packing values from sphere packing.  The highest density, the ratio of 

the volume of all of the spheres to the volume of the container, that can be achieved is 0.7405 

using hexagonal close packing [40].  However, soil particles poured into a sample holder would 

probably have a packing density close to the tetrahedral lattice (0.3401) [40].  The number of 

particles per unit volume is determined as 

sph
s V

N ρ
=        (6) 

where ρ is the packing density and Vsph is the volume of the sphere.  The estimated radius of the 

soil is determined using an optical microscope. 

 

The total attenuation from the soil is a combination of the scattering attenuation αsct plus the 

material absorption loss αabs. 

absscttotal ααα +=       (7) 
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Therefore, the total transmitted power is given as 

L
I

totalePP ⋅−⋅= α       (8) 

 

Results 
 

The theoretical model was applied to the Florida sand sample measured in Figure 13.  The 

Florida sand sample consists mostly of quartz, which has an index of 2.113 and an absorption 

coefficient of 0.3 cm-1 at 900 GHz [36].  The initial value set for the particle sizes (2a) are 

roughly 250 μm as measured by an optical microscope.  The path length (L) was 3 mm.  A 

tetrahedral lattice packing density (ρ) was assumed of 0.3401 giving an initial Ns value of 4.15 × 

1010 m-3.  The model was then fit to the measured data varying Ns and a.  The results of the 

theoretical model compared to the measured data are shown in Figure 16.   

 

The theoretical data shows good agreement to the measured data.  The fit gives the radius value 

as 143 μm and the number of particles per unit volume as 4.305 × 109 m-3, which are within the 

acceptable ranges.  The model gives an R-squared value of 0.9898 to the experimental data.  R-

squared is the proportion of explained variation, measured between 0 and 1.  The closer R-

squared is to one, the greater the ability of the model to predict the experimental value.  The low 

frequency portion of the curve (90-150 GHz) coincides well with the attenuation due to 

absorption.  As the frequency increases, the attenuation due to scattering increases and the 

transmittance starts to decrease.  The theoretical roll-off due to scattering has the same trend as 

the measured data, but the tail end of the roll-off has a slightly different slope.  This could be due 
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to two factors.  First, our theoretical model assumes spherical grains of sand composed of quartz.  

However, the grains of sand are not entirely spherical.  Second, the actual soil also contains other 

small organic material of a different index of refraction along with the quartz sand.  These 

factors will change the transmittance slightly.  Regardless, the close agreement of our model to 

the experimental data shows that the high frequency losses are due to scattering from the soil 

grains. 
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Figure 16: Theoretical and measured transmittance of 3 mm of FL Sand 
 

The theoretical model can also be applied to the index matching liquids data by changing the nmed 

to the index of refraction of the liquid used.  An absorption coefficient for the liquid is also 
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added to the model.  The absorption coefficient αliq is determined using the transmittance, Ts, and 

path length, L, data for the liquid by 

( )
L

Ts
liq

ln−
=α .      (9) 

The results of the theoretical model of the Florida sand mixed with olive oil are shown in Figure 

17.  The model and the experimental data are in good agreement.  The fit gives the radius value 

as 135 μm and the number of particles per unit volume as 5.505 × 109 m-3, which are again 

within the acceptable ranges.  The model gives an R-squared value of 0.9367 to the experimental 

data.  The roll-off due to scattering occurs in the model at a similar frequency to the experimental 

data.  The index matching of the soil does increase the transmittance at higher frequencies. 
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Figure 17: Theoretical and measured transmittance for Florida sand index matched with olive oil. 
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The use of higher index matching liquids can increase the transmittance through the soil to 1 

THz.  Figure 18 shows the theoretical transmittance through the soil as the index of refraction of 

the liquid increases from 1.4 to 2.2 with similar absorption to olive oil.  The 50% transmission 

level changes from 315 GHz for dry sand to 1000 GHz for sand mixed with index matching 

liquid with an index of 2.2.  The increase in transmittance at the higher frequencies due to the 

index matching liquids would allow for higher resolution images to be taken without the loss of 

penetration depth.   
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Figure 18: Theoretical transmittance of Florida sand mixed with index matching liquids from 1.4 
to 2.2. 
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CHAPTER 3: MMW IMAGING SYSTEM FOR LANDMINE DETECTION 
 

Introduction 
 

Landmines inflict high costs on civilian populations decades after the military conflicts that 

prompted their deployment have ceased.  The United Nations estimates that over 110 million 

active mines lie hidden beneath the ground of sixty-eight countries, killing or maiming 2000 

people per month.  Accidents occur on a rate of one for every 1000 to 2000 mines destroyed 

[41].  The threat to civilians remains and hinders economic and social recovery.   

 

Anti-personnel mines can be buried just beneath the surface, whereas anti-tank mines are buried 

as deep as 40 cm.  The landmines can be any shape and be made of many different materials 

including metal, plastic, rubber, or wood.  There are a number of detection technologies applied 

for the remediation of minefields, such as inductance coils (metal detectors), magnetometers, 

ground-penetrating radar, infrared imaging, and explosives vapor sensors [42].  Metallic mines 

can be detected using many of the methods mentioned above.  However, the increased use of 

plastic mines has made detection difficult.  Inductance coils and magnetometers cannot detect 

mines with little or no metal content [43].  Ground-penetrating radar systems operate at long 

wavelengths [43] which give them high penetration through the soil but low spatial resolution 

increasing the false alarm rate compared to the mmW wavelengths.  Thermal infrared imaging 

detection methods require multiple images to be taken 30 minutes apart to detect the landmines 

[44].  Explosive vapor sensors often provide poor localization capabilities and spatial resolution 
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[43].  A passive mmW landmine detection system has been demonstrated before [45], but 

depends on the effective sky temperature.  An active mmW system [46] is potentially attractive 

in that, in an imaging mode, it can achieve good discrimination between anti-personnel mines 

that are primarily non-metallic, and the small metallic debris (shrapnel, cartridge cases, etc.) 

typical of minefield conditions.   

 

Because of the shape and size discrimination inherent in an imaging system, the tradeoff between 

false alarm rate and miss rate is favorable for mmW wavelengths [45].  Ability to detect and 

image buried objects will depend on soil transmission and scattering.  The previous chapter 

demonstrates that soils with particle sizes larger than the wavelength have low transmittance due 

to scattering [47].  Dry quartz sand has high transmission in the mmW range due to its fairly 

uniform particle size, which is smaller than the wavelength of light [47]. 

 

A hyperspectral 90-140 GHz mmW imaging system used to locate and identify landmines and 

other objects buried beneath sand of various depths and conditions is demonstrated.  The 

information provided by the hyperspectral images is analyzed through a Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) method.  With this signal processing, valuable information is condensed into 

single images and the buried objects can be located and identified.  The PCA method has been 

used before as a landmine detection signal processing technique in other wavelength regions 

improving the detection and classification rates while lowering the false-alarm rate [48-50].  We 

present the experimental set up for the 90-140 GHz mmW imaging system in this chapter.  
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Experimental Methods 
 

An imaging system was developed for the mmW range using an Anritsu vector network analyzer 

(VNA) operating from 90-140 GHz.  The VNA modules, equipped with 16 degree horn 

antennas, were mounted on a vertically oriented optical table, shown in Figure 19.  The mmW 

radiation was focused using a HDPE lens onto the sample and then reflected back through 

another HDPE lens into the VNA receiver.  Two motorized translation stages, with 200 mm 

maximum travel distance and 50 mm/s maximum velocity were mounted perpendicular to each 

other.  The sample was attached to the stages using a long aluminum arm with the inset removed 

preventing the sample from being held over the highly reflective metal stages.  The landmine 

was placed in a 20.3 cm × 20.3 cm × 9.5 cm container surrounded by soil.  This container allows 

the landmine to be buried up to 5 cm deep and be placed anywhere within the 412 cm2. A 

broadband convoluted foam millimeter wave absorber, ECCOSORB CV, was placed under the 

sample to eliminate back reflections from the optical table.  A program was written in 

LABVIEW to capture a raster scan image (Figure 19 inset), containing 29 lines, of the landmine 

under the soil.  At each position of the scan, the VNA measured the reflection from the landmine, 

from 90-140 GHz in 1 GHz steps. 

 

The resulting data set is converted into a set of images (one for each mmW frequency used) by a 

MATLAB software program.  In our case, the total number of frequencies is 51.  The size of the 

images depends on the number of points taken in each scan and the distance between them.  

These sizes can be changed with the LABVIEW program. 
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Figure 19: Photograph of the active hyperspectral mmW imaging system.  (Inset) Schematic of 

the path for taking a raster scan image.  The radiation coming from the transmitter, 90-140 GHz, 
is focused onto the sample using the HDPE lens and scattering radiation from the object is 

collected and focused on the receiver at each pixel of the raster scan. 
 

Estimates of the size of the aberration blur produced by the mmW imaging system were 

determined and compared to the diffraction limited blur.  The diffraction limited blur [51], βdiff, 

for the system is 

radians
Ddiff

λβ 44.2
=       (10) 

where λ is the wavelength and D is the diameter of the lens.   
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An estimate of the spherical aberration blur, βsph, sagittal coma blur, βcoma, and astigmatism blur, 

βast, are [51] 

( )
radians

f
k

sph 3/#
=β      (11) 

( )( )
radians

fncoma 2/#216 +
=

θβ     (12) 

( ) radians
fast /#2

2θβ =      (13) 

where k is 0.067 for the index of refraction, n, of the lens (n~1.5), f/# = f/D, f is the focal length, 

and θ is the half field angle in radians.   

 

The mmW imaging system can be equipped with a 60 mm, 100 mm, or 139.7 mm focal length 

lens, all with a diameter of 50.8 mm.  For all three lenses, βdiff is 0.13 rad at the center 

wavelength of the system.  The aberration blur for each lens is smaller than the diffraction blur.  

For f=60 mm, βsph=0.04 rad, βcoma=0.005 rad, and βast=0.08 rad.  For the f=100 mm lens, 

βsph=0.009 rad, βcoma=0.001 rad, and βast=0.016 rad.  For the f=139.7 mm lens, βsph=0.003 rad, 

βcoma=0.0004 rad, and βast=0.006 rad.  Therefore, the mmW imaging system is diffraction 

limited. 

 

The objects imaged beneath the soil were two landmines and other minefield debris.  The two 

landmines were the TS-50 (Figure 20 top left) and the M14 (Figure 20 bottom left).  They are 

typically scatter laid by a helicopter or buried to a depth of 30 mm [52].  The TS-50 is a circular 
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plastic bodied mine with strengthening ribs.  The TS-50 has a height of 45 mm, a diameter of 90 

mm, and weighs 186 g.  It contains a round metallic pressure plate on top of the mine.  The TS-

50 contains 50 g of T4 explosive and is waterproof and non-buoyant [52].  The TS-50 cannot be 

located using metal detectors under most field conditions and are highly resistant to blast 

overpressure clearance methods.  The M14 landmine is a cylindrical bodied plastic mine with 

very low metal content.  The M14 has a height of 40 mm, a diameter of 56 mm, and weighs 90 g.  

The M14 contains 29 g of Tetryl explosive [52].  The M14 is very difficult to locate using metal 

detectors under most field conditions and can be defeated using blast overpressure methods.  The 

minefield debris consisted of a 20 mm OICW practice round, a 20 mm round from WWII, a 7.62 

mm cartridge case, a 5.56 mm rose crimp cartridge case, a 5.56 mm standard cartridge case, and 

a fuse lighter with a metal key ring (Figure 20 right).  The soil sample was quartz sand locally 

sourced at the University of Central Florida in Orlando, FL.  The soil was dry and maintained in 

a laboratory environment at about 40% humidity. 
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Figure 20: Photographs of the TS-50 landmine (top left), the M14 landmine (bottom left), and 
minefield debris (right) including from top down a 20 mm OICW practice round, a 20 mm 
WWII round, a 7.62 mm cartridge case, a 5.56 mm rose crimp cartridge case, a 5.56 mm 

standard cartridge case, and on left a fuse lighter with a metal key ring. 
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CHAPTER 4: SIGNAL PROCESSING 
 

Principal Component Analysis 
 

The initial data set is a collection of N images, each one corresponding to a mmW frequency.  

Figure 21 shows six of the 51 individual images, representing a different frequency, taken during 

a single scan.  The information contained in each image about the object (TS-50 landmine, 

Figure 20 top left) is slightly different and you cannot distinguish whether the object is a 

landmine, rock, aluminum can, or some other minefield debris.   

 

100 GHz 

140 GHz 

90 GHz 

130 GHz 

110 GHz 120 GHz 

 

Figure 21: Six of the 51 single-frequency reflectance images taken from 90-140 GHz in 1 GHz 
steps of the TS-50 landmine with a 2 mm step size, buried 15 mm deep, and with a flat soil 

surface. 
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The information about the structure of the object is not concentrated around a single frequency 

but spread over the frequency spectrum.  Therefore, it is necessary to employ a method that can 

combine the majority of the available information into a single image with a high signal to noise 

ratio. 

 

For this purpose, we have used a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method.  PCA is a 

multivariate statistical method primarily developed to deal with a large ensemble of observations 

of N random variables [53].  In previous applications, the PCA method was adapted to the case 

of N images with M points or pixels [54].  In the case of the present work, the original data set is 

the collection of N images, parameterized by the frequency ν, { } NxF ,....1),( =νν  where F is a matrix 

containing all the images and x denotes the spatial coordinate along the scan path within the total 

of M points.  The previous N images are each transformed to produce a mean of zero.  In this 

framework, the N images are N random variables and the values of the pixels are “random 

observations”.  It is easy to calculate the covariance matrix between the N images [54].  In 

general, this matrix is strongly non-diagonal, which means there is a strong correlation between 

the images (see Figure 21).  Principal components are a new set of variables (frames) that have 

no correlation between them.  Moreover, the original frames can be seen as a linear combination 

of the principal components.  The coefficients of these linear combinations are obtained through 

the diagonalization of the frame covariance matrix.  This process gives you three outputs: the 

eigenvalues N,...,1
2 }{ =αασ , the eigenvectors { } Ne ,...,1)( =αα ν , and the principal components{ } NY ,...,1=αα , 

where α is an integer running from 1 to N.   
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To better illustrate the PCA method, a simple example will be given.  We will start with three 

frames of 5 by 5 pixels and transform each frame to produce a mean of zero, shown in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: PCA example showing three frames transformed to produce a mean of zero. 
 

We then put the three frames together in one 25 by 3 matrix, where each column represents the 

pixels of the frame. 
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We then take the covariance of the data matrix. 
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This matrix is non-diagonal, so we then diagonalize the covariance matrix.  We first determine 

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the covariance matrix. 
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The diagonalized covariance matrix is found by multiplying the inverse of the Eigenvectors 

matrix by the Covariance matrix by the Eigenvectors matrix.  The solution gives  

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

5966.000
07464.00
008803.13

      (17) 

which is diagonal.  We then represent the data in the principal component space using the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors, shown in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23: PCA example representing the data in the principal component space. 
 

The principal components can be seen as the projections of the original zero mean images into a 

base produced by the eigenvectors.  After the diagonalization, there is zero correlation between 

the principal components αY and they are calculated as linear combinations of the original 

images: 

( ) ∑
=

=
N

xFexY
1

),()(
ν

αα νν      (18) 
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But, the original images can be expressed as linear combinations of the principal components 

too: 

( )xYexF
N

∑
=

=
1

)(),(
α

αα νν      (19) 

Normally, the principal features of the data set are well represented by a few principal 

components [55].  In our case, the principal features of the landmine are well represented by only 

one principal component (Y1 in Figure 24).  This allows the main principal components to be 

selected and then to reconstruct the original images using only them, filtering out the higher 

components.  This process is called rectification [54].  One important property of the principal 

components is that the factor ∑
=

N

1

22 /
α

αα σσ  represents the portion of the total variance explained by 

each principal component.  A statistical analysis of the principal component decomposition 

enables the classification and grouping of the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenimages 

into processes. When a subset of eigenvalues, along with their uncertainty, can be consecutively 

indistinguishable, they belong to the same process. The uncertainty is produced by the finite size 

of data set and the high order cumulants of the underlying probability distribution [54].  The 

advantage of this approach is that it can be implemented automatically. A process is defined as a 

filtered set of frames generated by a subset of principal components. These processes could 

contain a single principal component or a high number of them. Based on previous applications 

of the method to different types of systems [56-58], different types of noise are associated with 

process containing a high number of principal components: they are so random that they need a 

high number of degrees of freedom to describe them. On the other hand, “signals” normally 

appear associated to processes with only one principal component or a small number of them.  
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Y1 

Y2 Y20 Y50 

 

Figure 24: Application of the PCA to a set of 51 single frequency images of the TS-50 landmine. 
Only one relevant principal component (Y1) appears. Some of the higher components (Y2, Y20, 

and Y50) are represented. 
 

We have applied the previously described method to the collection of images produced by the 

mmW imager.  The different processes are identified by grouping the principal components that 

are consecutively indistinguishable together (in this case, Y1 as its own process and Y2 through 

Y51 as the second process shown in Figure 24).  However, in later chapters the number of 

components contained in each grouping will differ.  The two processes were determined by 

identifying the components that contain strong reflections from the media or object and grouping 

them into the lowest order components process while grouping the remaining consecutively 

indistinguishable components into the higher components process.  An analysis over the rectified 

images for each process is performed. The outputs are related to physical characteristics of the 
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sample objects. The PCA method is applied to objects behind barriers and the results are 

described in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 5: LANDMINES AND UXO 
 

TS-50 Landmine 
 

Figure 24 shows the results of the PCA method for the set of 51 images some of which are 

presented in Figure 21.  A relevant principal component clearly appears (Y1) and this component 

resembles, with high accuracy, the shape of the object buried beneath the sand.  The higher 

principal components are grouped together in a single process, providing useful information 

about the structure (flat or curved) and composition (metal or plastic) of the object which will be 

discussed below.  Figure 25 represents the total amount of variance explained by each principal 

component.  The first principal component only represents about 27% of the total variance. 
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Figure 25: Percentage of variance explained by the principal components of Figure 24. 
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Two different sub-data sets were constructed: the first one coming from the rectification using 

only the first principal component and the second from the rectification using the higher 

components.  For each data set, the mean value and the standard deviation of each pixel is 

calculated and three images are constructed: the mean value (signal), the standard deviation 

(STD) and the ratio of them (signal-to-noise ratio-SNR).  The results are shown in Figure 26.  

The first principal component reconstructs the original shape of the object with high accuracy 

and high signal-to-noise ratio (typically 6 to 18).  The threshold value of the signal to noise ratio 

for which the target is detectable half the time was determined experimentally in [59] to be 

between 2 to 3.  The metal inside of the mine is clearly seen in the signal, meaning that the metal 

reflection drives it.  However, reflections from the plastic body of the mine showing the structure 

of the strengthening ribs are seen.  We also reconstruct the data using the remaining components 

(higher components) and perform the same analysis as before obtaining the signal, STD, and 

SNR.  In the reconstruction with the higher components, the signal is weaker, but the standard 

deviation is high.  The difference in the structure and material of the background and object is 

responsible for this behavior.  The plastic part of the object is curved and the reflection changes 

with the angle, while the background is random.  Also, the reflection from the plastic varies at 

different frequencies which will be represented by the higher order components.  This is the 

reason the STD of the higher order components is greater than the STD of the first principal 

component.  The main difference is that while a strong signal is produced mainly by metal 

components of the object, the structure in the higher components is mainly driven by the 

structure of the plastic material. 
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Figure 26: Images of the mean value, standard deviation and signal-to-noise ratio for the rectified 
images of Figure 20 with the first principal component (left) and the higher components (right) 

of a TS-50 landmine at 2 mm step size, 15 mm deep, and with a flat soil surface. 
 

M14 Landmine and UXO 
 

Antipersonnel mines very widely in size, shape, and material content depending on their 

intended use and burial location.  The PCA method was applied to other landmines and minefield 

debris.  The M14 landmine has a different size and shape compared with the TS-50 as well as a 

much smaller metal content.  Images were taken for the M14 landmine with a 2 mm step size, 

buried 15 mm deep, and with a flat soil surface.  As with the previous mine, the PCA method 

allows the structure and composition of the mine to be identified.  The results are given in Figure 

27.  The unique structure of the top cap of the mine can be identified from the principal 
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component images.  The higher component images show the plastic composition of the 

landmine.  The percentage of variance explained by the first principal component is similar to the 

previous case.  

 

 

 

Figure 27: Images of the mean value, standard deviation and signal-to-noise ratio for the rectified 
images of an M14 landmine with the first principal component (left) and the higher components 

(right) at 2 mm step size, 15 mm deep, and with a flat soil surface. 
 

Figure 28 shows the results of the analysis for a collection of bullet cartridges and other types of 

minefield debris.  In this case, the object is not visible in the first principal component, but in the 

STD of the reconstruction with the higher components.  The curvature of the objects introduces 

deviations in the reflection coefficients.  In the previous images, the metal was large and planar 

compared to the wavelength, which produce strong reflections.  In this case the dimensions of 
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the metal parts are small or comparable to the wavelength, producing small backscattering.  The 

objects are curved and the reflection changes with the angle introducing a high STD.  The PCA 

method can even distinguish between the objects with such small fluctuations allowing the 

minefield debris to be located and identified. 

 

Figure 28: Images of the mean value, standard deviation and signal-to-noise ratio for the rectified 
images of the minefield debris with the higher components at 2 mm step size, 15 mm deep, and 
with a flat soil surface.  The principal component rectified images did not show any features of 

the objects. 
 

Resolution, Depth, and Soil Surface 
 

The influences of other physical characteristics related to mine detection were explored.  These 

factors include image resolution, depth of the object, and the condition of the soil surface.  For 
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this study the TS-50 landmine analyzed earlier in this chapter was selected.  In all cases the level 

of the first principal components is between 25%-30% of the total data-set variance.  

 

Figure 29 shows the images of the TS-50 landmine when the resolution of the scan is 5 mm steps 

with a depth of 15 mm and the soil surface flat.  This figure can be compared to Figure 26 (2 mm 

steps, 15 mm depth, and flat soil surface).  The added resolution from a step size of 5 mm to 2 

mm does not change the overall image significantly.   

 

d
B 

 

Figure 29: Change in resolution: Images of the mean value, standard deviation and signal-to-
noise ratio for the rectified images of a TS-50 landmine with the first principal component (left) 
and the higher components (right) at 5 mm step size, 15 mm deep, and with a flat soil surface. 

 

The 2 mm step size over samples the image without adding useful information while adding time 

to complete the scan.  The spot size of the imaging system is about 6 mm, therefore, it is 
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sufficient to use a 5 mm step size while taking images, since our system is not a sub-diffraction 

limited/super resolution process.   

 

Images of the TS-50 landmine buried at a depth of 50 mm with 5 mm steps and a flat soil surface 

is shown in Figure 30.  This figure can be compared to Figure 29 (5 mm step size, 15 mm depth, 

and flat soil surface).  Changing the depth affects the images in two ways.  First, the radiation 

has to travel a longer distance in the random soil, increasing the effects of scattering which 

decreases the reflected signal from the object.  Second, the uncertainties related to the beam 

focus are increased causing a blur over the object.  However, the PCA method can extract 

information from the first principal component and higher components locating and identifying 

the landmine.  Due to the depth of the landmine compared to the size of the container and the 

orientation of the VNA modules, the edges of the container can be seen in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30: Change in depth: Images of the mean value, standard deviation and signal-to-noise 
ratio for the rectified images of a TS-50 landmine with the first principal component (left) and 

the higher components (right) at 5 mm step size, 50 mm deep, and with a flat soil surface. 
 

Figure 31 shows the images of the TS-50 landmine with a 2 mm step size at a depth of 15 mm 

with a disturbed soil surface.  This figure can be compared to Figure 26 (2 mm step size, 15 mm 

depth, and a flat soil surface).  The images of the flat soil surface and the disturbed soil surface 

show a comparison between an ideal smooth surface and a real world type of situation where the 

surface above the mine is disturbed.  The disturbed surface introduces a blur in the image and 

increases the effects of scattering while largely destroying the useful information in the higher 

components.  The landmine is detected and identified in spite of the disturbed surface, degrading 

only the higher components information about the plastic in the mine.  It is important to note that 

in both cases the maximum signal level, standard deviation, and signal to noise ratio are similar.  
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This supports the idea that disturbed surface soil can be modeled as a blur or scattering imposed 

over the image. 

 

 

 

Figure 31: Change in soil surface: Images of the mean value, standard deviation and signal-to-
noise ratio for the rectified images of a TS-50 landmine with the first principal component (left) 

and the higher components (right) at 2 mm step size, 15 mm deep, and with a disturbed soil 
surface. 
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CHAPTER 6: MARS ROCK IMAGING 
 

Introduction 
 

The detection of rocks beneath the loose soil on Mars is important and will allow vehicles such 

as the Mars rover to safely navigate around areas where the soft soil can potentially trap the 

vehicle for many weeks.  In June 2005, the Mars rover Opportunity sunk deep into the Martian 

soil and was trapped for about 5 weeks before working its way free [60-61].  Again in June 2006, 

the back two tires of the Mars rover Opportunity became stuck in the loose soil for over a week 

[62-63].  Avoiding these traps will save time, resources, and possibly the vehicle.  The ability to 

detect buried rocks will depend on soil transmission and scattering.  Soils with particle sizes 

larger than the wavelength have low transmittance due to scattering [64]. A hyperspectral 

millimeter wave (mmW) imaging system used to penetrate the simulated Martian soil and detect 

the rock underneath is demonstrated.  The mmW imager operates from 90-140 GHz.  This mmW 

imager system has been previously demonstrated to detect buried plastic landmines [65].  The 

information provided by the hyperspectral images is analyzed through a principal component 

analysis (PCA) image processing method.  With this procedure, structural information about the 

object is condensed into single images and the buried object can be located.  There is no material 

difference between the soil and the rock producing a difficult detection scenario.  The difference 

in the density of the rock compared to the soil is determined using the PCA method.  We present 

the sample preparation, experimental set up for the mmW imaging system, the signal processing 

method used, and imaging results of the buried rocks. 
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Sample Preparation 
 

To simulate the soil and rocks found on Mars, a bag of lava rocks (Red Volcanic Moon Rocks®) 

was procured commercially.  The larger lava rocks were set aside to be used as Mars rock 

samples (Figure 32 left).  The remaining rocks were hand crushed using an aluminum pipe and a 

piston-like handle into lava sand (Figure 32 right).  The pulverized sand was sieved, removing all 

particles larger than 1 mm, giving particle sizes similar to those found in other Mars test beds 

[66].  Most of the particles were a fine dust, but some were as big as 1 mm.  The soil and the 

rocks were then baked in an oven at 275 degrees Fahrenheit for over 24 hours to remove 

moisture. 

                

60 mm 180 mm 
 

Figure 32: Photographs of the lava rock with a height of 45 mm and a length of 60 mm (left) and 
lava sand (right) used in the imaging measurements. 
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Imaging Setup 
 

The mmW imaging system uses an Anritsu vector network analyzer (VNA) operating from 90-

140 GHz as the source and detector. The power emitted from the VNA ranges from 0.2 mW to 2 

mW throughout the 90-140 GHz band.  The imaging setup is similar to the one described in 

chapter 3 with a few improvements for Mars imaging, shown in Figure 33, right.  HDPE lenses 

were fabricated with a focal length of 139.7 mm for deeper measurements.  Manual translation 

stages were added to the VNA modules to allow adjustment of the imager height.  The Mars rock 

was placed in a larger 18 cm × 18 cm × 22 cm container surrounded by the simulated Martian 

soil.   

           
 

Figure 33: (Left) Photograph of the lava rock before being covered by lava sand.  (Right) 
Photograph of the active hyperspectral mmW imaging system.  (Inset) Schematic of the path for 

taking a raster scan image.   
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A broadband convoluted foam millimeter wave absorber, ECCOSORB CV, was placed under the 

sample to eliminate back reflections from the optical table.  A program was written in 

LABVIEW to capture a raster scan image (Figure 33 inset), containing either 29 (Figure 36 

through Figure 40) or 37 (Figure 34, Figure 35, and Figure 41) lines, of the lava rock under the 

soil.  At each position of the scan, the VNA measured the reflected power, spectrally resolved 

from 90-140 GHz in 1 GHz steps.  The images taken were 180 mm × 180 mm (Figure 34, Figure 

35, and Figure 41) or 140 mm × 140 mm (Figure 36 through Figure 40) with a 5 mm step size. 

 

Figure 34 shows the application of the PCA to a set of 51 single frequency images of the lava 

rock.  The components are grouped into two processes: the lowest order component process and 

the higher components process.  The lowest order component process is dominated by the 

reflection from the soil surface.  The standard deviation image of this component process has 

very little contrast and the lava rock can not be seen.  The reflections from the lava rock are 

small compared to the lowest order component but can be seen in the higher components process 

using the PCA method.  The higher components process is used in the detection of the lava rock 

in the results to follow.   
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Figure 34: Application of the PCA to a set of 51 single frequency images of the lava rock buried 
in the upper right corner.  The components are grouped into 2 processes.  The buried lava rock is 

detected using the higher components process. 
 

Results 
 

The images from the mmW imaging system show the lava rock buried in lava sand at various 

depths.  The rocks were buried at depths of 5 mm (0.2”), 15 mm (0.6”), 25 mm (1”), 38 mm 

(1.5”), 50 mm (2”), 64 mm (2.5), and 76 mm (3”).   

 

In Figure 35, the lava rock buried 5 mm deep can be seen in the upper right hand corner of the 

standard deviation image of the higher components.  Even though the rock is not placed in the 

center of the box, the rock is easily located.   
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Figure 35: Standard deviation image of the lava rock (upper right corner) buried 5 mm deep in 
lava sand.  The image is 180 mm x 180 mm with a step size of 5 mm. 

 

Figure 36 shows the lava rock buried 15 mm beneath the lava soil.  The rock is detected in the 

lower middle portion of the standard deviation image of the higher components.   

 

Figure 36: Standard deviation image of the lava rock (lower center) buried 15 mm deep in lava 
sand.  The image is 180 mm x 180 mm with a step size of 5 mm. 
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In Figure 37, the rock is buried 25 mm deep.  To prevent large reflections from the side walls 

due to the angle of incidence of the imager and the limited size of the sample box, only the 

region of interest was imaged.  The rock is detected in the middle of the image.   

 

 

Figure 37: Standard deviation image of the lava rock (center) buried 25 mm deep in lava sand.  
The image is 140 mm x 140 mm with a step size of 5 mm. 

 

Buried 38 mm deep, the rock is still detected in the middle of the standard deviation image of the 

higher components, shown in Figure 38.   
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Figure 38: Standard deviation image of the lava rock (center) buried 38 mm deep in lava sand.  
The image is 140 mm x 140 mm with a step size of 5 mm. 

 

Figure 39 shows the lava rock buried 50 mm beneath the lava soil.  Losses due to scattering from 

the granular nature of the background soil are starting to appear, but the rock is still detected in 

the middle of the image.   
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Figure 39: Standard deviation image of the lava rock (center) buried 50 mm deep in lava sand.  
The image is 140 mm x 140 mm with a step size of 5 mm. 

 

At 64 mm beneath the lava soil, the image of the lava rock is degraded further by scattering but 

can still be detected in the middle of the images, shown in Figure 40.   

 

  

Figure 40: Standard deviation image of the lava rock (left center) buried 64 mm deep in lava 
sand.  The image is 140 mm x 140 mm with a step size of 5 mm. 
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Figure 41 shows the lava rock buried 76 mm beneath the lava soil.  The rock can barely be 

distinguished from the surrounding soil.  The reflected signal from the rock has the same 

magnitude as random reflections from the surrounding soil.   

 

Figure 41: Standard deviation image of the lava rock (lower center) buried 76 mm deep in lava 
sand.  The image is 140 mm x 140 mm with a step size of 5 mm. 

 

Multiple scans were taken of the 15 mm deep lava rock buried in lava sand, stepping the height 

of the imager 5 mm increment from the sample.  Figure 42 shows the multiple images of the lava 

rock at different heights.  The lava rock can be seen coming into focus as the focal plane reaches 

the height of the rock.  As the plane passes the top of the rock, the image of the rock disappears.    
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Figure 42: Multiple scans of a lava rock buried 15 mm deep as the height changes in 5 mm steps.  
Frame 1 was taken furthest away from the sample with frame 12 just above the surface.  The lava 

rock comes into focus and then disappears as the height changes. 
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The depth of focus of the mmW imaging system can be determined and compared to the images 

presented in Figure 42.  A schematic of the depth of focus, δz’, of the lens is shown in Figure 43.  

The diffraction limited spot size of the lens is given as d and the image of the lens is at the focus 

f.  The object can be placed anywhere within the distance δz’ without loss to image clarity.  

Similar triangles give [67], 

2/'
2/2/

z
d

f
D

δ
=       (20) 

where D is the diameter of the lens.  The depth of focus is given as, 

D
dfz 2'=δ       (21) 

where the diffraction limited spot size is 

D
fd λ44.2

=       (22) 

Therefore, 

2

288.4'
D

fz λδ =       (23) 

where λ is the wavelength. 

 

Figure 43: Depth of Focus Schematic 
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The depth of focus for the 90-140 GHz range is 63 mm to 40 mm for a focal length of 100 mm 

and a lens diameter of 50.8 mm.  Since all of the frequencies are present in the images, the 

average depth of focus is 51.5 mm for the range.  Figure 42 experimentally shows the depth of 

focus of the lava rock.  The lava rock starts to appear in frame 3 and disappears again in frame 

11.  Since each frame was taken in 5 mm vertical increments, the experimental depth of focus is 

40 mm ± 10 mm.  This result compares well with the predicted value. 

 

Discussion 
 

A 90-140 GHz mmW imaging system was used to detect lava rock buried beneath lava sand at 

various depths, simulating the soil and rocks found on Mars.  The principal component analysis 

method was applied to the 51 frames to help locate the lava rock beneath the soil.  The rock was 

located in the standard deviation image up to 76 mm beneath the surface.  After 76 mm, the rock 

could not be distinguished from its surroundings.  An increase in power would be needed to 

further penetrate this depth of sand.  Also, the diffraction limited spot size of a 50.8 mm (2”) 

diameter lens with a focal length of 139.7 mm (5.5”) is large compared to the size of the rock 

under test decreasing the chance of detection.  With increased power and aperture size, the 

detection of larger lava rocks beneath lava soil at greater depths is promising in the 90-140 GHz 

range. 
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CHAPTER 7: IMAGING THROUGH DRYWALL 

Introduction 
 

Imaging through barriers will allow an object to be located and identified before breaching the 

barrier.  The previous chapters have discussed imaging through soil which is just one type of 

barrier that mmW radiation can penetrate.  Drywall or sheetrock is made up of gypsum plaster 

encased in heavy paper.  Drywall is commonly used as interior walls or ceilings within the 

United States.  Imaging through the walls will allow a potential threat to be located, identified, 

and assessed before entering a room.  Imaging inside of the drywalls will also allow for the 

detection of electrical wires, water pipes, gas pipes, and support structures without breaching the 

barrier.  Police can use mmW imaging to locate illegal drugs and weapon caches hidden inside of 

the walls.  During a fire or natural disaster, rescue workers will be able to search an entire house 

without entering every room using a mmW imager through the drywall.  A mmW imaging 

system can also inspect sealed packages and envelopes for suspicious content.  Millimeter wave 

images were taken of objects behind drywall and analyzed using the PCA method.  The drywall 

thickness threshold and standoff distance were investigated.  This chapter presents mmW images 

of objects behind barriers of different thickness and standoff distance.  

Drywall Imaging Setup 
 

The mmW imaging setup is similar to the setup discussed in the previous chapters except only 

one transmit/receiver module is used, shown in Figure 44.  The reflected signal is measured by 

the same transmit module.  This allows the radiation to propagate perpendicular to the sample 
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instead of at an angle.  Two sheets of drywall separated by a wood box frame were fabricated for 

the imaging measurements.  The thickness of one drywall sheet was 12.7 mm.  Samples were 

placed inside of the drywall box and a raster scanned image was taken from 90-140 GHz in 1 

GHz steps.  The samples were made of metal, plastic, and rubber material.  These samples 

include a metal handgun, scissors, shears, box cutter, toy gun, kitchen knife, and calculator. 
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HDPE Lenses
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Motorized Stages
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Figure 44: Picture of the drywall imaging set up 
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Results 
 

Figure 45 shows six of the 51 images of a metal handgun taken from 90-140 GHz in 1 GHz 

steps.  Strong vertical bands from etalon resonance of the drywall can be seen.  The image of the 

handgun is present in each frame but the structure of the gun is not clear. 
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Figure 45: Six of the 51 single-frequency reflectance images taken from 90-140 GHz in 1 GHz 
steps of a metal pistol 8.5 cm beneath one sheet of drywall. 

 

The PCA method is applied to the 51 images of the handgun, shown in Figure 46.  The 

components are again grouped into two processes: the lowest order components process (the first 

three components) and the higher components process (the remaining components).  The two 

processes were determined by identifying the components that contain strong reflections from 

the drywall and grouping them into the lowest order components process while grouping the 

remaining components into the higher components process.  The lowest order components 
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process is dominated by the reflection from the drywall.  The handgun can be seen in the lowest 

order components, but a clearer image can be obtained by eliminating the components with the 

strong reflection from the drywall.  The reflections from the handgun are clearly seen in the 

higher components process using the PCA method.  The higher components process is used in 

the detection of objects behind drywall in the results to follow.   

Y2

Y20

Y50

Y1

Y2

Y20

Y50

Y1

 

Figure 46: The PCA method applied to a metal pistol imaged 5.8 cm behind one sheet of 
drywall. 

 

A higher component process image of scissors with a plastic handle located 8 cm behind one 

sheet of drywall is shown in Figure 47.  The scissors are clearly seen including detail of the 
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blades and the screw connecting the two blades together.  The plastic handle is present in the 

image but with a lower contrast to the background.   

Picture shown with top cover offPicture shown with top cover off  

Figure 47: A pair of scissors imaged 8 cm behind one sheet of drywall, mmW higher component 
process image (left) and photograph (right). 

 

Figure 48 shows the mmW higher component process image of a pair of shears located 7.1 cm 

behind one sheet of drywall.  All portions of the shears are identifiable in the image, except the 

small metallic spring in the middle.  This image also shows which part of the handle contains 

metal beneath the plastic.  Again the plastic handle can be seen at a lower contrast than the metal 

portions.   
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Picture shown with top cover offPicture shown with top cover off  

Figure 48: A pair of shears imaged 7.1 cm behind one sheet of drywall, mmW higher component 
process image (left) and photograph (right). 

 

A higher component process image of a metal box cutter located 7.2 cm behind one sheet of 

drywall is shown in Figure 49.  Made entirely of metal, the box cutter is clearly seen including 

the blade.   
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Picture shown with top cover offPicture shown with top cover off  

Figure 49: A box cutter imaged 7.2 cm behind one sheet of drywall, mmW higher component 
process image (left) and photograph (right). 

 

A higher component process image of a plastic toy gun located 6 cm behind one sheet of drywall 

is shown in Figure 50.  Even though the toy gun contains very little metallic material, the plastic 

can be seen clearly in the image.  The plastic portions of the scissors and shears were harder to 

see due to the low contrast compared to the metal.  However, images of plastic material not 

compared to the contrast of metal are clearer. 
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Picture shown with top cover offPicture shown with top cover off  

Figure 50: A plastic toy gun imaged 6 cm behind one sheet of drywall, mmW higher component 
process image (left) and photograph (right). 

 

Figure 51 shows the higher component process image of a kitchen knife located 7.3 cm behind 

one sheet of drywall.  The kitchen knife is clearly identified in the image.  The portion of the 

metal that reaches into the plastic handle is seen.  The plastic handle is again seen at a lower 

contrast.   
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Figure 51: A kitchen knife imaged 7.3 cm behind one sheet of drywall, mmW higher component 
process image (left) and photograph (right). 

 

A higher component process image of a plastic calculator with rubber numbers located 7.9 cm 

behind one sheet of drywall is shown in Figure 52.  The plastic casing, rubber number keys, and 

the display panel are all identifiable in the image.  The variety of materials reflect a different 

percentage of the mmW radiation, allowing like materials to be identified (the keys are brighter 

than the display which is brighter than the casing). 
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Picture shown with top cover offPicture shown with top cover off  

Figure 52: A calculator imaged 7.9 cm behind one sheet of drywall, mmW higher component 
process image (left) and photograph (right). 

 

Figure 53 shows the mmW higher component process image of a metal handgun located 5.8 cm 

behind one sheet of drywall.  The handgun is easily identified behind the drywall.  Details in the 

image regarding the barrel, handle, trigger, and cylinder could allow the classification of the gun 

to be determined. 
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Picture shown with top cover offPicture shown with top cover off  

Figure 53: A metal pistol imaged 5.8 cm behind one sheet of drywall, mmW higher component 
process image (left) and photograph (right). 

 

Imaging objects inside of a wall and imaging objects behind a wall create different challenges.  

Figure 54 shows the higher component process image of the metal handgun 30 cm behind the 

drywall.  The handgun is detected and located behind the drywall.  The image contains 

considerably less detail than in Figure 53.  This is due to the Rayleigh criterion of resolution.  

The minimum resolvable separation between two points, δ, is given as 

exit

i

D
dλ

δ 22.1=       (24) 

where λ is the wavelength, di is the image distance, and Dexit is the diameter of the exit pupil.  

The minimum resolvable separation for the setup used in Figure 53 with an image distance of 

100 mm and an exit pupil diameter of 50.8 mm is between 8.0 mm (λ=3.33 mm) and 5.1 mm 

(λ=2.14 mm).  Changing the image distance to 30 cm, as in Figure 54, the minimum resolvable 
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separation is between 24.0 mm (λ=3.33 mm) and 15.4 mm (λ=2.14 mm).  This causes the small 

features of the handgun to not be resolved in the image.  The resolution of the image located 300 

mm from the lens would equal the resolution of the image located 100 mm from the lens by 

increasing the size of the lens (exit pupil) to 152.4 mm (3 times larger).   

 

 

Figure 54: Metal pistol 30 cm behind drywall, mmW higher component process image (left) and 
photograph of setup (right). 

 

Multiple images were taken of the metal handgun located beneath 1, 2, and 3 sheets of drywall, 

corresponding to 12.7 mm (0.5”), 25.4 mm (1”), and 38.1 mm (1.5”) thick and analyzed using 

the PCA method.  These higher component process images are shown in Figure 55.  The mmW 

signal gets attenuated further as each layer of drywall is added.  The higher component process 

image of the handgun located behind 38.1 mm of drywall shows little detail of the handgun, but 
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the object is still detected and located.  An increase of power would allow for a higher 

penetration depth to be obtained through the drywall. 

 

Figure 55: mmW higher component process image of a handgun located behind 12.7 mm, 25.4 
mm, and 38.1 mm of drywall. 

 

A mmW imager would also be useful if the contents of a box or envelope are needed without 

opening them.  Figure 56 shows the mmW lowest order components process image of a kitchen 

knife located inside of a Jiffylite envelope.  This envelope contains a bubble wrap lining.  The 

knife is clearly seen through the packing material.  The plastic handle is also seen in the image. 

12.7 mm of drywall 25.4 mm of drywall 38.1 mm of drywall 
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Picture shown outside of envelopePicture shown outside of envelope  

Figure 56: Kitchen knife inside of an envelope, mmW lowest order components process image 
(left) and photograph (right). 

 

Discussion 
 

A 90-140 GHz mmW imaging system was used to detect and identify objects located behind 

drywall and packing envelopes.  The principal component analysis method was applied to the 51 

frames to help locate the objects beneath the drywall.  Objects made of metal, plastic, and rubber 

were located in the images.  The handgun was detected 30 cm behind a sheet of drywall.  As the 

thickness of the drywall increased, the return from the handgun decreased.  The handgun could 

still be detected through three layers of drywall.  An increase in power would be needed to 

further penetrate this depth of drywall.  With increased power and aperture size, the detection of 

objects behind barriers is promising in the 90-140 GHz range. 
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CHAPTER 8: COMPACT MMW IMAGING SYSTEM 
 

The previous chapters have shown many ways that a mmW imaging system can be utilized for 

different applications.  Many of these applications require the system to be portable.  The 

important factors when designing a compact system are size, weight, and power.  The compact 

system is equipped with three Gunn oscillators with voltage regulators, a power supply, an 

electromechanical switch, a horn antenna, and a waveguide detector, shown in Figure 57.   
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Figure 57: Compact mmW imaging System 
 

This system is much smaller and lighter than the VNA system.  Spread out on the optical bench 

the compact system only takes up about one square foot.  Once the system is fitted into a box the 
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dimensions should decrease further.  The frequencies of the Gunn oscillators are 94 GHz, 100 

GHz, and 140 GHz.  The 94 GHz and 140 GHz sources fall into the high transmission windows 

in the mmW range, shown in Figure 1 of the first chapter.  The choice of three frequencies 

allows the weight to remain low while still providing multiple images for the PCA method to be 

applied.  The Gunn oscillators have an output power around 50 mW which is much higher than 

the 2.5 mW output power of the VNA.  The three frequencies are alternated using an 

electromechanical switch.  The entire system operates off of a 12 V, 1 A power supply.  A 

scanning system is needed in conjunction with the compact system, since translation stages are 

not practical for field work.  A scanning lens is being developed for the system, shown in Figure 

58.  The scan lens will consist of a HDPE lens and two mirrors attached to galvanometers.   
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Figure 58: Schematic of the compact system equipped with the scan lens.  The X-Y scanning 
mirrors will scan the radiation across the lens to capture a frame.  Photograph of the X-Y 

scanning mirrors (bottom left).  Zemax raytrace of the HDPE lens (right). 
 

The mirrors will scan the beam through the larger HDPE focusing lens instead of the entire 

system moving in a raster scan pattern.  This will produce faster images using the compact 

system.  The HDPE scan lens will be 305 mm in diameter to provide a large scan area for the 

127 mm diameter raster beam.  The lens will be 50 mm thick at the center.  The focal length of 

the lens will be 600 mm.  The scan lens would have a diffraction blur of 0.058 rad, which is far 

greater than the aberration blur from spherical aberration (0.0006 rad), sagittal coma (0.00008 

rad), and astigmatism (0.0012 rad). 
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The compact system is smaller, lighter, and consumes less power than our VNA mmW imager.  

The portability of the system will allow for faster on-site mmW images to be taken through soil, 

drywall, or other materials.   
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CHAPTER 9: FAR-INFRARED BRAGG MIRROR DESIGN 
 

Introduction 
 

There is a high need for the development of far-infrared sources and components in order to 

produce far-infrared systems.  With far-infrared sources and components, potential applications 

such as concealed weapon detection, wireless communication, medical imaging, landmine 

detection, earth remote sensing, satellite based astronomy, biological and chemical weapon 

detection, explosive detection, night vision, and composite inspection can be realized.   

 

In the visible and near IR, high reflectivity mirrors are fabricated from multiple dielectric layers, 

typically formed from glassy materials such as SiO2, TiO2, ZrO2, and ThF4.  However, such 

materials, and most other glasses and polymers, will not work in the far-IR due to high 

absorption loss.  Moreover, homogeneous metal films that are thick enough to provide high 

reflectivity have loss due to free carrier absorption, which increases as the square of the 

wavelength.   

 

This chapter describes high-reflectivity mirrors formed from alternating layers of silicon 

separated by empty gaps [68].  Silicon has high far-IR transparency in the region 10-1000 μm, 

except in relatively narrow bands where phonon absorption occurs.  Intracavity laser absorption 

measurements, with up to 3 cm of silicon placed inside the cavity of a p-Ge laser at 4 K 

operating temperature, show negligible effect on the laser thresholds at ~100 μm wavelengths 
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[69].  Since gain of the p-Ge laser is usually less than ~0.1 cm-1 [70], while active crystal lengths 

are usually several cm, the absorption coefficient of the passive Si crystal at cryogenic 

temperatures is therefore much less than 0.1 cm-1.  At room temperature, Si phonon absorption 

amounts to approximately 0.01 cm-1 at wavelengths longer than 50 μm [71].  Free carrier 

absorption losses for intrinsic Si at room temperature are also about 0.01 cm-1 [71].  Both types 

of absorption are strongly reduced when the Si crystal is cooled to liquid helium temperatures.   

 

Because of the large difference in index of refraction between silicon (3.384) and vacuum, air, or 

helium (1), just three periods in the multi-layer Bragg mirror produce 99.9% reflectivity.  The 

principle was independently suggested and tested recently [72], although accurate measurement 

of the achieved reflectivity was lacking.  This chapter presents results of a test using a three-

period Si-gap stack as a cavity mirror for the far-infrared p-Ge laser and a one or two period Si-

gap stack as mirrors in a scanning Fabry-Perot filter using a THz gas laser at 134.00 μm.  The 

low gain of this laser medium (0.01-0.1 cm-1) puts high demands on mirror reflectivity.  By 

comparing observed laser thresholds with that obtained using a traditional mirror, a qualitative 

indication of achieved mirror reflectivity is determined.  Also, the finesse of the scanning Fabry-

Perot filter equipped with the multilayer Bragg mirrors gives the measured mirror reflectivity. 
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Theoretical Considerations 
 

Multi-layer Bragg mirrors are assembled by stacking alternating thin films of different refractive 

index and appropriate thickness.  The reflectivity, R, of the Bragg mirror is determined from the 

standard matrix formulation of the boundary conditions at the film interfaces found from 

Maxwell’s equations [73].  The amplitude of the reflection coefficient, r, of the Bragg mirror is 

given as,  
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is the electric vector, mH
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is the magnetic vector, mη is the effective refractive index of the 

incident medium, sη is the refractive index of the medium behind the mirror, and M
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where 

( )jjjj dn θ
λ
πδ cos2

=      (29) 

and where λ  is the wavelength of the light and jjj dn θcos  is the optical thickness of the jth layer 

for the angle of refraction jθ .  If the light waves are at normal incidence, then 0=jθ .  In this 

case, jjj ikn −=η  where jn  is the index of refraction of the medium and jk  is the extinction 

coefficient of the medium. 

 

The reflectivity, R, is then given as 

2rR =       (30) 

A complex index of refraction is assumed.  The real part of the refractive index of silicon at 4 K 

and 100 μm wavelength [36] is 3.384.  The extinction coefficient of Si was taken to be 2.5 x 10-5 

based on an upper bound estimate of 0.01 cm-1 for the absorption coefficient [71].  The refractive 

index of vacuum is unity. 

 

A preliminary multi-layer mirror was designed to serve as a cavity mirror for the p-Ge laser.  The 

wavelength for peak R was chosen to be 110.5 μm, which corresponds to a region of relatively 

high transmission in the water vapor spectrum [74].  This mirror is composed of just 3 periods of 

silicon and vacuum gaps (Figure 59).  The thickness of each layer is a multiple of the quarter 

wavelength of the light ( 4/λ ) in the material.  The Si layer thickness is 24.5 μm and the gap 

thickness is 27.6 μm.  In the calculations, the incident medium was taken to be Ge (index of 
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refraction of 3.925 at 4 K and 100 μm wavelength [36]) and the medium behind the mirror is 

vacuum.  Small 27.6 μm pieces of Si used as spacers determine the air layer thickness and ensure 

parallelism.  The calculated reflectivity of the mirror is plotted vs. wavelength in Figure 59 over 

the operating range of the p-Ge laser.  The maximum reflectivity for the three-period Bragg 

mirror is over 99.9%.  Adding a fourth period increases the reflectivity to 99.99%. 
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Figure 59: Reflectivity (solid curve) of a three-period Bragg mirror in the emission wavelength 
range of the p-Ge laser with a Si layer thickness of 24.5 μm and a gap layer thickness of 27.6 

μm.  A maximum reflectivity of 99.93% is achieved.  (Inset) Schematic drawing of the 3 period 
Bragg mirror based on silicon/vacuum layers attached to the end face of a active p-Ge laser 

crystal. 
 

The tolerance on absolute thickness specified by the manufacturer of the Si etalons used in the 

experiments (see below) is ± 3 μm.  Figure 60 presents the calculated central reflection peak for 

various combinations of the silicon and gap thicknesses that have been changed by ± 3 μm from 
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the original design.  The band of high reflectivity shifts by up to 20 μm as a result of these 

changes.  Changing the thickness of the silicon has a larger effect than changing the gap 

thickness because the wavelength in the semiconductor is much smaller.   

 

Figure 60 also presents a vertically expanded view of the central reflection peaks.  Changing the 

gap and Si thickness simultaneously by 3 μm maintains the peak R at the level 99.93%, but shifts 

the peak by 13 μm.  The worst R-value is still at the level 99.91%.  The peak R-value changes by 

less than 0.023%.  As noted, varying the Si thickness has larger effect on wavelength position 

and R-value than does varying the gap thickness. 
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Figure 60: Central high reflectivity band for a three-period Bragg mirror in the emission 
wavelength  range of the p-Ge laser. The (Gap, Si) thicknesses in μm are as follows (1) (24.6, 
21.5); (2) (27.6, 21.5); (3) (30.6, 21.5); (4) (24.6, 24.5); (5) (27.6, 24.5) (6) (30.6, 24.5); (7) 

(24.6, 27.5); (8) (27.6, 27.5); (9) (30.6, 27.5). 
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Because extremely thin silicon etalons are expensive, fragile, and difficult to manipulate, there is 

reason to consider the consequences using thicker stock.  The calculated maximum reflectivity of 

a 3-period Bragg mirror constructed with a gap thickness of 25 μm and the Si layer thickness 

between 10 and 100 μm thick is shown in Figure 61 (bottom, solid curve).  A consequence of 

increasing the etalon thickness is that the band with high reflectivity becomes narrower.  Figure 

61 (bottom, dashed curve) shows that the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the broadest 

high-reflectivity band, for the 3-period Bragg mirror constructed with the 25 μm gap thickness, 

tends to decrease as the Si layer thickness is increased.  Even for quite thick Si, the FWHM 

remains ~30 μm wide, which suggests that the corresponding mirror would still be useful in 

applications requiring broad wavelength tuning.  The number of bands with reflectivity above 

95% in the 70-200 μm wavelength range increases from 1 (see Figure 59) to 7 as the thickness of 

each Si layer increases from 10 to 100 μm.  The center wavelengths of the bands with maximum 

R-value above 95% are shown in Figure 61 as the Si layer thickness is increased in steps of 1 

μm.  The band with highest R-value is represented as a solid symbol.  As the Si layer thickness is 

increased, the highest R-value does not remain with the same band as it shifts to longer 

wavelength, but rather jumps to the next band emerging from the low wavelength border into the 

considered range.  The band with highest R-value tends to be the one with its center closest to 

100 μm wavelength, for which the 25 μm gap is one-quarter wavelength. 
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Figure 61: (Top) Center wavelengths of bands with peak reflectivity above 95% for fixed 25 μm 
gap and variable Si thickness in three-layer Bragg mirror.  Solid symbols indicate the band with 

highest reflectivity.  (Bottom, solid curve) Maximum value of reflectivity.  (Bottom, dashed 
curve) Full width at half maximum of the band with highest reflectivity. 

 

Calculations were also made for a 3-period Bragg mirror constructed with a fixed 25 μm Si layer 

thickness and a gap thickness that varies over the range 10-100 μm.  The calculated maximum 

reflectivity is plotted in Figure 62 (lower, solid curve) and its value exceeds 99.7% for most of 

the range of gap thickness considered.  Figure 62 (lower, dashed curve) shows that the FWHM of 

the broadest high-reflectivity band remains at least 25 μm, so that quite crude mirror structures 

remain valuable for applications that require broad wavelength tuning.  The number of bands 

with reflectivity above 95% within the 70-200 μm wavelength range does not exceed 3 over the 

range of gap thickness considered.  Their positions with reflectivity above 95% are plotted in 
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Figure 62 (upper).  The band with highest R-value is again represented by solid symbols.  As the 

gap thickness is increased, the maximum R-value jumps between the different bands, and it does 

not stay centered near a single wavelength.  Note, that high-R values are absent for wavelengths 

beyond 150 μm with this type of construction. 
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Figure 62: (Top) Center wavelength of bands with peak reflectivity above 95% for fixed Si layer 
thickness and variable gap thickness.  Solid symbols indicate the band with highest reflectivity.  
(Bottom, solid curve) Maximum value of reflectivity.  (Bottom, dashed curve) Full width at half 

maximum of the band with highest reflectivity. 
 

It is more convenient and less expensive to construct Bragg mirrors of the type shown in Figure 

59 if both the Si etalon and the gap (formed from Si spacers) are the same thickness.  In this case, 

all required pieces, both etalons and spacers, may be cut from the same wafer.  The maximum 

reflectivity for such 3-period Bragg mirrors is plotted vs. layer thickness in Figure 63 (lower, 
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solid curve).  The reflectivity almost always exceeds 99.9%.  A vertical line at 105 μm is drawn 

to indicate the thickness used in the experiments in the next section.  The FWHM of the broadest 

high-reflectivity band in the 70-200 μm wavelength range, plotted in Figure 63 (lower, dashed 

curve), tends to decrease as the layer thickness increases.  However, the width always exceeds 

~15 μm showing that such mirrors remain useful for applications that require broad wavelength 

tuning.  The number of bands with reflectivity above 95% increases as the layer thickness 

increases.  The positions of bands with R-values above 95% are plotted in Figure 63 (upper).  

The band with largest R-value is again represented by solid symbols.  The preceding calculations 

indicate that for use as a cavity mirror in a p-Ge laser, whose gain bandwidth spans the 70-200 

μm wavelength range, precise tolerances for Si or gap thickness are not essential.   
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Figure 63: (Top) Center wavelength of bands with reflectivity above 95% vs. Si and gap 
thickness, which are the same.  Solid symbols denote the band with the highest reflectivity.  

(Bottom, solid curve) Maximum value of reflectivity.  (Bottom, dashed curve) Full width at half 
maximum for the band with highest reflectivity.  The vertical line indicates the parameters for 

Bragg mirror B. 
 

p-Ge Laser Bragg Mirror 
 

Multi-layer mirrors were constructed for the p-Ge laser cavity.  High purity silicon wafers were 

obtained from Valley Design.  High resistivity, specified to exceed 4000 ohm-cm, was chosen in 

order to minimize free carrier absorption.  Wafers were double side polished and parallel within 

10 arc seconds, which is sufficient to prevent beam walk-off from the laser cavity during the 1 μs 

laser pulse.  The specified silicon thickness was 24.5 ± 3 μm and the gap thickness was 27.6 ± 3 
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μm for Bragg mirror A.  The parallel gaps are produced using small 27.6 μm pieces of silicon as 

spacers.  Wafer thicknesses were measured using a precision dial indicator (Starrett F2730-0) to 

be 25 ± 1 μm for the Si layer and 29 ± 1 μm for the gap spacers.  These measurements indicate 

that curve 5 of Figure 61 corresponds most closely to our actual experimental situation.  Bragg 

mirror B is constructed using 105 ± 1 μm Si etalons for both the Si layers and the gap spacers, 

which corresponds to the configuration indicated by the vertical line in Figure 63.   

 

The multi-layer mirrors are tested as cavity back mirrors for the p-Ge laser.  The silicon pieces 

are stacked layer by layer onto the p-Ge crystal end face.  After the six alternating layers are 

constructed, a brass washer is placed on top of Bragg mirror A with a rubber string attaching the 

whole structure in place on the crystal, shown in Figure 64.  Bragg mirror B was stacked onto the 

p-Ge laser and held into place using a bronze spring.  A SrTiO3 mirror, smaller than the crystal 

end face to allow radiation output, is attached to the other end face of the crystal [68].  The active 

Ga-doped Ge (NA~7x1013 cm-3) crystal has dimensions 35.20 mm × 4.75 mm × 6.75 mm for 

Bragg mirror A and 45.45 mm × 6.0 mm × 2.5 mm for Bragg mirror B.  The crystal ends were 

polished flat and parallel within 30 arc seconds.  The electric field was generated in the crystal 

by applying voltage using a thyratron pulser to ohmic contacts.  The magnetic field was supplied 

by a superconducting solenoid.  A liquid-helium cooled Ge:Ga photoconductor inside the 

cryostat detects the radiation.   
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Figure 64: (left) Photograph of the Bragg mirror on the end of a p-Ge laser crystal held in place 
with a brass washer and a rubber string. Wires providing the electric field to the ohmic contacts 

are on the lateral sides of the crystal. 
 

Lasing is observed using both mirrors A and B.  The laser operation zones, i.e. the applied 

electric and magnetic fields for which the laser operates, were recorded for the different end 

mirrors.  Figure 65 presents the laser operation zones using Bragg mirrors A and B in the space 

of applied E and B fields compared to that of a SrTiO3 end mirror.  The electric and magnetic 

field thresholds are higher for B than for A.  Both mirrors have higher thresholds than found 

using a SrTiO3 back mirror. 
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Figure 65: Comparison of the laser generation zones for the p-Ge laser using two different Bragg 
mirrors or SrTiO3 mirror.  Bragg mirror A is constructed with 29 μm gap layer thickness and 25 
μm Si layer thickness.  Bragg mirror B is constructed with 105 μm Si and gap layer thickness. 

 

p-Ge Laser Bragg Mirror Reflectivity 
 
Figure 65 is an experimental demonstration that a Si/gap multi-layer Bragg mirror has sufficient 

reflection for use with the low gain, far-infrared p-Ge laser.  The mirror reflectivity R must 

satisfy the condition  

 

GeLeR α2−≥ ,      (31) 
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where α is the gain and LGe is the length of the Ge laser cavity.  Using 0.01 cm-1 as the value for 

the gain of a p-Ge laser and 3.52 cm for the length of the laser crystal, the minimum reflectivity 

for a laser mirror is Rmin ~ 93%.  Output coupling losses require the reflectivity to be better than 

93%.  SrTiO3 has a reflectivity of ~99% at 20 K in this wavelength region [21], though this R-

value should increase as the mirror temperature decreases to 4 K.  The higher thresholds for the 

Bragg mirrors therefore suggest that their reflectivity is somewhat lower than 99%.  Hence, 

while these experiments bracket the reflectivity of the Bragg mirror in the range 93-99%, they 

fail to definitely comfirm the predicted 99.9% value.  Bragg mirror B has a higher threshold than 

mirror A, in agreement with calculations (Figure 60 and Figure 63) which suggest narrower 

bands of high reflectivity for the thicker layered structure.  Nevertheless, the laser operation 

using Bragg mirror B shows that a highly reflective mirror can be constructed using layers of 

equal thickness that are much larger than a quarter wavelength.  

 

As an explanation for the high thresholds using the Bragg mirrors despite their high calculated 

reflectivity, we note that the brass washer and Si spacers for the stack overlap portions of the 

active-crystal end face that might support laser modes.  Such regions of the mirror lack the 

calculated high reflectivity.  A more monolithic construction could be made by wet chemical 

etching to produce the gaps [22], eliminating the need for the small silicon spacers.  

Nevertheless, the preliminary experiments described here demonstrate that mirrors of sufficient 

reflectivity for use in the cavity of the low-gain p-Ge laser can be made with just a few layers of 

Si separated by empty gaps.  Furthermore, high design precision does not appear to be critical. 
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Scanning Fabry-Perot Filter 
 

A Fabry-Perot scanning spectrometer is an extremely narrow-band tunable filter.  If the finesse is 

high, narrow band width can be achieved simultaneously with a high free spectral range, for 

chemical sensing and astrophysical spectroscopy applications.  The foundation for a scanning 

Fabry-Perot spectrometer is the development of a scanning Fabry-Perot transmission filter.  The 

following research was done in conjunction with the master’s thesis work of Justin Cleary in the 

physics department at the University of Central Florida.   

 

The scanning Fabry-Perot transmission filter [75] is composed of two parallel mirrors.  One of 

the mirrors is fixed as the other moves on a motorized translation stage.  In this work Bragg 

mirrors were used, and these were fabricated using Si wafers separated by small mylar pieces 

creating an air gap.  The Si thickness was 10 μm and the air gap thickness was 50 μm.  The 

Bragg stacks were attached on the outer edge using rubber cement.  The two Bragg mirrors were 

aligned while observing transmittance resonances as the distance between the mirrors changed. 

The optical mounts were adjusted until the sharpness of the transmittance measurements was 

maximized.  A coherent DEOS gas laser chopped at 20 Hz at the 134.00 μm laser line was used.  

The transmitted signal was detected using a Golay cell and a lock-in amplifier. 
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The finesse, F,of the Bragg mirrors is determined from the reflectivity, R, of the scanning Fabry-

Perot transmission filter, according to 

R
RF

−
=

1
π        (32) 

The cavity-Q (or resolving power 
λ

λ
Δ

) is 

( ) kF
d

kQ =
Δ

=
2/λ       (33) 

where k is the resonance order, λ is the fixed wavelength, and Δd is the full-width at half-

maximum of transmission maxima for the Fabry-Perot filter.  The free spectral range is 
k
λ .  

Clearly, to achieve high free spectral range and Q simultaneously one needs high F, which 

requires high R. 

 

Figure 66 presents experimental resonance data (solid curve) for a scanning Fabry-Perot cavity 

formed by a single Si layer.  The finesse of the single period of Si is about 4.  The predicted 

finesse is about a factor of 2 better than the experimental finesse, with a reflectivity of about 

68%.   
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Figure 66: Experimental (solid) and theoretical (dotted) resonances for a single layer Bragg 
mirror scanning Fabry-Perot operating at 134.00 μm. 

 

Figure 67 is experimental data obtained using two periods of the Si separated by the air gap.  The 

addition of the second period increases the reflectivity of the Bragg mirrors.  A sharpening of the 

resonances is seen compared to the one period mirror.  The finesse of the two period Bragg 

mirror is about 6.  The predicted finesse is about a factor of 14 better than the experimental 

finesse, with a reflectivity of about 96.3%.  The disagreement between experiment and theory is 

due to technological factors such as poor alignment of the individual silicon layers within each 

Bragg mirror.  These factors are discussed in detail in [76]. 
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Figure 67: Experimental (solid) and theoretical (dotted) resonances for a two period Si Bragg 
mirror scanning Fabry-Perot operating at 134.00 μm. 

 

The finesse of the Bragg mirrors increases as the number of periods increase, but the predicted 

finesse is well below the experimental results.  Increasing the Bragg mirror to three periods 

should produce higher reflectivity mirrors.  Again, a more monolithic construction could be 

made by wet chemical etching to produce the gaps [22], eliminating the need for the small 

spacers.  This would reduce the inaccuracies in the construction of the Bragg mirrors, improving 

the finesse closer to the predicted value.  Nevertheless, the experiments described here 

demonstrate that multi-layer mirrors of high reflectivity can be produced and measured in the 

THz spectral range.   
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CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS 
 

The far-infrared and mm-wave (75 μm to 10 mm) portions of the electromagnetic spectrum are 

fairly underdeveloped regions, lacking many useful sources, components, or proven applications.  

This dissertation research provided advancement in the development of sources, components, 

and systems in this region. 

 

The transmission of many types of soil found throughout the world was measured over the 90-

1500 GHz range.  The high frequency range was dominated by a roll-off due to scattering, which 

correlates with particle size.  The mmW range had high transmission for many of the studied 

soils.  Organic materials and water were strong sources of attenuation.  Saturation with index 

matching liquids reduces scattering and increases transmission at higher frequencies.  A 

transparent low toxicity fluid with index of refraction closer to 2 would have great promise for 

use with terahertz imaging for mine detection. 

 

A millimeter wave imaging system in the 90-140 GHz range was developed for the detection of 

plastic landmines, unexploded ordnance, objects behind barriers, and buried Mars rock.  The 

final data set was a collection of mmW images at different frequencies.  A signal processing 

method based on a Principal Component Analysis was applied to the images in order to separate 

different structures that help to identify the objects.  The mmW imaging system and PCA method 

were successful as a means of locating and identifying the objects buried beneath the soil, 

drywall, and packing envelopes. 
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An increase in power would be needed to penetrate deeper into the soil and through thicker 

pieces of drywall.  With increased power and aperture size, the detection of objects behind 

barriers is promising in the 90-140 GHz range. 

 

A compact mmW imaging system was developed using three Gunn oscillators, a 

electromechanical switch, and a waveguide detector.  The system is smaller, lighter, and 

consumes less power than our VNA mmW imager.  A portable system will allow for faster on-

site mmW images to be taken through soil, drywall, or other materials.   

 

Finally, research was conducted on far-infrared sources and components.  High-reflectivity far-

infrared mirrors formed from thin silicon etalons separated by air gaps were developed as cavity 

mirrors for the p-Ge laser.  The theoretical maximum reflectivity for the three-period Bragg 

mirror is over 99.9%.  The multi-layer mirrors were tested as cavity back mirrors for the p-Ge 

laser.  The reflectivity of the Bragg mirrors fall in the range 93-99%, probably below the 

predicted 99.9%.  These mirrors could allow for narrow band selectivity of the broadband p-Ge 

source to be used in a far-infrared imaging system.  In addition, the finesse of one and two period 

Bragg mirrors were measured using a scanning Fabry-Perot filter, THz gas laser, and a golay 

cell.  The measured finesse was less than the theoretical predictions.  However, the finesse 

increased as the number of Bragg periods increased as expected.  Poor alignment of the 

alternating layers is probably responsible for the less than expected reflectivity.  Three period 

Bragg mirrors used in a Fabry-Perot scanning spectrometer would serve as an extremely narrow-
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band tunable filter, which simultaneously has a high free spectral range, for chemical sensing, 

earth remote sensing, and satellite far-infrared astronomy applications.   
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CHAPTER 11: FUTURE WORK 
 

Future work on this project includes miniaturization of the mmW imaging system, in a form 

suitable for field testing.  Also, an investigation of the transmission through alternate building 

materials needs to be conducted including plywood, house siding, tile, and insulation.  This could 

increase the through barrier imaging capabilities of the system.  Alternate signal processing 

techniques can be investigated to enhance the image quality.  Finally, a spectrum of the p-Ge 

laser equipped with a Bragg mirror needs to be taken to determine the wavelength selection 

capabilities.  Bragg mirrors with narrow high reflectivity bands can be developed for this 

purpose.  Fabrication of the Bragg mirrors using wet chemical etching to produce the gaps, 

eliminating the need for the small spacers, should be done.  This should reduce the losses caused 

by the current construction technique.  Lastly, a far-infrared Fabry-Perot scanning spectrometer 

could be built using the high reflectivity Bragg mirrors. 
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